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BUSH TELEGRAPH
Got something to say? Voice your opinions & announcements here!
Send your letters to: office@kznhunters.co.za

YOUR LETTERS
Hi Hannelie
Please find attached my returns for 2019.
I want to thank the office for all their short notice
arrangements and commitment to keeping the members
satisfied. Thanks to you and Rose.
The hunt went well and I find Northington Estate a very
pleasant experience and I definitely intend hunting there
from now on every year.

Thank you once again for your sterling effort with our
Association.
I, for one, really appreciate your dedication.
Regards,
Kenny O’Connor
Hi Hannelie,
Very many thanks for all your help, much appreciated.
This will help me tremendously & make a big difference.
Please thank all involved,

My appreciation for Noel opening the gate at 06H30 on a
Sunday morning.

Respectfully,
Carl Stormanns.

Regards,
Ruben

Hello Hannelie,

Dear Rose,

Thank you so much for advising me that I qualify for a
25 year award.

Thank you for my copy of Nyala News, as always, this is
enjoyed.
We have now permanently relocated to Western Australia,
I am unlikely to visit KZN and participate in any hunting
opportunities in the future.
I regret to inform the Association that I will not be
continuing my membership, C1317 and will sadly relinquish
my dedicated hunter’s status, KZN819.
Thank you to all the Association committee members and
dedicated staff that, over my >25 years membership, have
always provided the best in every aspect.
I wish the Association well in meeting the challenges that
they are currently facing. I am positive that the leadership
of the Association will make the correct decisions to ensure
another 60 years of being the best.
Kind Regards,
Bruce Bailey.
Beste Hannelie,
Vreeslik baie dankie vir jou flinke diens soos altyd. Word
baie waardeer.
Groete
Johan Strauss
Hi Chris,
Congratulations to you Hannelie and Rose on the
arrangements for the AGM – well done. As always it was
good to meet with old comrades and friends, one of the
highlights of the day.
Regards,
Graham Morrison
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Dear Hannelie.

Unfortunately, I will not be able to travel down for the
AGM and I will be sorry not to be able to accept the
award in person.
I would like to thank the committee members, present
and past, who have put so much of their time into
running the Association. This is especially true for you
and your caring attitude to our members.
Thanks again for your constant dedication to the
members.
Kind regards,
Dave Gould
Hello Hannelie,
Thank you for the invitation to attend the AGM & to
receive a certificate for long membership, however I will
be away that weekend & will not be able to attend.
I would like to congratulate the Association on the
efficient way in which it is managed & a big thank you
to the many people who take an active roll in order to
keep it as it is.
Many thanks,
Patrick Lewis
Good morning Bruce, Chris, Hannelie and Rose.
Thank you so much for the invite to attend the KZN
Hunters 60th Anniversary AGM, it certainly was a most
enjoyable day and it was really awesome to attend a
very well-run AGM. I must say that the attitude of the
members seems to be really positive, so well done to you
all on having and maintaining a happy camp. All the best
to you and your families over the festive season, enjoy
and be safe.Cheers,
Mike Pereira

Dear Chris,
Once again many thanks for having me along at the
60th AGM Function. It was a very good spirited meeting
and all your Members appeared very positive indeed.
All of your staff were a credit to you and Bruce.
Needless to say, I thoroughly enjoyed the function and
it is often only at the AGM that I meet again colleagues
from the past with whom I share enormously joyous
memories.
Thank you both, and your Executive Committee, for
according me the honour of having me as your Patron.
It is a position I regard with some pride.
Enjoy a rest for now and may you have a wonderful
Festive Season in the near future.
With best wishes
As aye
George.
Dr GR Hughes
Good Evening Chris
Thank you for inviting WRSA KZN to attend the KZN
Hunting, Shooting and Conservation Associations’ 60th
AGM. Brian and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
We would like to convey how much we enjoyed the
AGM and their contributions to its success.
Kind Regards,
Tayla Cookson
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LOVE AND WOE

Dear Hannelie,
Well done on organising a very well run AGM.
Regards,
Mark Drummond
Good Day Chris,
Thank you very much for the kind invitation to our
60th AGM. Sadly, especially that next year I believe
is my 50th year, I will be unable to attend. I wish you
all, my KZN Hunters friends and all the members, a
great celebration of this milestone! Please extend my
apologies.
Best wishes,
Tim Ivins
Good Morning Hannelie. Thanks, as always, for
being there for us and all the help you give us.
Very much appreciated.
Kind Regards,
Evan Antel
Hi Hannelie Hope to find you well. I would like to thank
you a ton for your help, which you give every time I ask
for it. May you have an incredible Xmas and a festive
New Year.
Best Regards,
Kim Irving
Beste Hannelie,
Ek het nou verhuis na Groot Brak Rivier in die Suid Kaap.
Nogmaals baie dankie vir al jou hulp en vriendelikheid
oor die jare. Die vereniging het n werklike bate in jou!

Petrus Jacobus Venter
Nikolaas Maninakis
Malcolm Osborne
Michiel Bergh
Paul Els
Raymond Lombard
Barry Lunderstedt
Pieter Kok
Marthinus van Biljon

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
This is a reminder that in order to access our
website www.kznhunters.co.za you will need to use
your email address as Username and ID number as
password as per KZN Hunters database. Members
are encouraged to visit and view the site weekly for
new information, hunting opportunities, items for
sale, etc.
We also have a Facebook page and members are
invited to interact via this medium as well. In
addition, the following Branches have Facebook
pages: Alfred County, Durban, Upper Tugela and
Zululand Branch.

OFFICE HOURS

Ek wens jou en jou familie graag n geseënde Kersfees
en n baie voorspoedige Nuwr Jaar toe.
Beste groete,
Louis en Rudolph Joubert

The office is officially open on Monday to Friday from
07h30 to 16h00.
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A special word of welcome to the following members who
have joined us from 26 June 2019 - 18 November 2019.
We hope to see you at some of our Association's activities.
Please do not hesitate to give your Branch Chairman a
call in order to get involved with your local branch or other
Association activities.
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About Us

With offices countrywide, Legally Armed (in association with
Martin Visser Attorneys Inc.) has assisted over 50 000 satisfied
clients in the last 13 years. We provide a one-stop service regarding
the administrative process of the Firearms Control
Act 2000 (Act 60 of 2000) that includes the following:
- New firearm licence applications:
• To guide potential firearm owners through a firearm 		
application by submitting proper motivations and 		
compulsory supporting documentation.
- Competency certificates
- Renewal of firearm licences and competency certificates
- Accreditation of businesses, eg: businesses in the hunting
industry, so that firearms can be obtained
- Import and export permits as well as facilitating the
complete firearm import/export process
- Estate firearms:
• Service delivery agreement with well-known estate
		 handlers all over the country regarding the transfer of
		 estate firearms so that estate files can be finalised
• Transport and storage/safekeeping of estate firearms
- Legal assistance:
• Appeals and reviews on refused/unsuccessful
		 applications
- SMS renewal reminder system
- Referral to your closest accredited:
• Firearm Training Provider
• Hunting Association
• Sport Shoot Association
• Collectors Association
• Firearm Dealer
• Shooting Club
- Preferred service provider for:
• Wildlife Ranching SA
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CELEBRATING 60 YEARS IN CONSERVATION

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE
FORMATION OF OUR ASSOCIATION,
EARLY HISTORY AND ITS
ACHIEVEMENTS.

PROUDLY SETTING STANDARDS FOR
SUSTAINABLE HUNTING SINCE 1959.
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THE FOUNDING OF OUR ASSOCIATION
In 1959 a number of concerned hunters decided to establish the KZN Hunting & Conservation
Association in order to bring hunters and other people together and to get them actively
involved in hunting and conservation, and to give them a consolidated voice on policy and
implementation issues related to wildlife in general.
A preliminary meeting to discuss the foundation of such an organisation was held at the Law
Society Chambers on 31 August 1959. People present, were: AJ Alcock, JC Baumann, EW
Bure, CB Davies, W Gilbert, DW Harris, T Harrison, HJ Komen, ER Maasch, RW Mattison, RJ
Mattison, GG Raw, HM Raw, E Schroenn, WL Schroenn, DH Speirs, HB Torlage and AP Smith
(who will receive his 60-year membership certificate at our 60th AGM).
The object of the meeting was to discuss the formation of a Hunters’ and Game Preservation
Association for Natal.
The other reasons for founding such an Association were the following:
The relatively few hunting opportunities that existed in Natal; the fact that poaching was
rife; because no hunting was allowed on State land other than to the privileged few with
connections; some of the founder members had hunted (and wanted to do so in future)
in Mozambique – this required membership to the S.A. Hunters Association based in the
Transvaal; a lot of facilities were provided for trout fishermen, but authorities did not think
of providing hunting to Joe Citizen.
The Association’s inaugural meeting was held on 21 September 1959, once again at the
Law Society Chambers in Pietermaritzburg. A draft constitution was adopted at the meeting
and the word “Preservation” substituted with “Conservation”. Our very first president was
elected; none other than AP Austen Smith – who is our longest serving member, with 60
years of unbroken service!
The entrance fee and annual subscription for the ensuing year was set down as £2.2.0 and
£1.1.0 respectively.
Our very first Nyala News was published in February 1962 under the guidance of Editor AP
Austen Smith.
EARLY WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION
• Establishing working relations with Officials of the Natal Parks Board at all levels. People
such as Ian Player, who enjoyed huge international support and respect, had an open,
forward looking approach, and was always a wise facilitator. From the outset the Association
focussed on both Wildfowl and Game – wing shooting and hunting.
• Legislation, game seasons, anti-poaching and securing game for game ranching kept the
successive committees busy.
• Many of the ideas the Association came up with were largely due to our networking with
overseas sources of information. The Oregon State Game Commission was particularly
helpful. Deer and upland game birds were the backbone of their hunting.
• The techniques used by the Association for rearing game birds in captivity came from
Oregon – the initial feed was formulated by one of the feed companies in PMB. They insisted
we order a minimum quantity of 1 ton! Our project led to large numbers being bred despite
the pessimism of some experts– both birds and eggs being supplied to members. The Parks
Board also followed with a breeding project.
• The Association exhibited in 1964 at the Royal Show in Pietermaritzburg as part of our
project to encourage the hunting and farming community to know their game birds – all of
which were on display as mounted specimens.
• The Royal Show and the 10th Jubilee, where the guest speaker was Ron Shay from Oregon
State Game Commission, were the 2 major factors which contributed to the membership buildup and formation of branches and allowed us to open an office with a secretary.
• One of the most rewarding moments for the Association was receiving a letter from
the late Senator Bill Sutton. He was a past president of the Association. He wrote that,
if the authorities in the early days had accepted and implemented the proposals we (the
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Association) put forward on many issues, conservation would be 20 years ahead of where it
was at the time of his letter. He pointed out many issues we argued for, which had become
accepted as the norm.
JUNIOR HUNTING COURSES
Our Executive Committee started encouraging school children in the early 60’s to think along
the lines of nature conservation by means of talks and use of films and slides. In one incident,
the Rector of Michaelhouse was approached to get boarders visiting farms where they would be
taken on game drives. He, however, declined because the school did not want to expose the boys
to hunting. Fortunately this “policy” has changed in later years.
In 1974, the first junior hunting training course was conducted by our Association in
conjunction with the Wilderness Leadership School and the Wildlife Society at the Umgeni
Valley Game Ranch and we used it as a base for our junior hunting courses. We subsequently
introduced senior hunting training courses, with proficiency awards for those members who had
passed both the written and the practical examination. Proficiency qualifications have become
ever more important, and today many areas can be hunted only if a hunter has the necessary
proficiency qualifications. Training and education of hunters remains a top priority for this
Association.
TRAINING
Training has always been a very important aspect of our Association’s activities and we
initiated junior training in the 1970’s. We encourage all our members to attend a proficiency
grading course. Our Association played a major role in compiling the CHASA training module in
2003, which was updated under our guidance in 2009.
CONFERENCE AT THE HILTON HOTEL
1978 was a big year for our Association. We arranged a two day conference at the Hilton
Hotel in Pietermaritzburg and our guest speaker and guest of honour was none other than the
Duke of Wellington. The convention was a great success and widely reported in the Press. The
Duchess of Wellington handed over all the awards, while otherwise biding her time sitting in
the front row knitting a jersey for one of her grandchildren, while everybody was delivering
important speeches!
HUNTING ON STATE LAND
1978 was also the first year that we started calling on the Government to make hunting
available on State land to the recreational hunter. We pointed out that the Government
controlled not only the game reserves, but also large tracts of land adjoining the game reserves,
and called on the Government to set aside some of these areas for hunting by South Africans.
CHASA
In 1978 the first steps were taken by our Association to form the Confederation of Hunting
Associations of South Africa. Representatives were nominated to attend the Annual General
Meeting of the South African Hunters’ and Game Preservation Association in Pretoria on 4
November 1978. Our instruction was to investigate the possibility of closer co-operation with
the S.A. Hunters Association. We had previously met their chairman, Louw van der Merwe,
who had extended an invitation to us to attend and to address their Annual General Meeting.
We addressed the meeting and called for closer co-operation between our two associations, the
creation of further hunting associations throughout the country, the training of young hunters,
and a joint approach to compel the State and the Parks Boards in the various Provinces to
provide hunting for the South African recreational hunter.
With three hunting and conservation associations being formed between 1949 and 1969, role
players soon realised that an “umbrella” organisation, to address various issues in the hunting
industry, was needed. Our Association, Bosveld Hunting & Conservation Association and SA
Hunters and Game Conservation Association played a key role in the founding of CHASA
(Confederation of Hunting Associations of South Africa) in 1981.
It was therefore an honour for our Association to host CHASA’s 25yr anniversary.
We support CHASA’s vision to give guidance in the representation of hunters at national level
with the aim to secure the Freedom to Hunt. We also subscribe to CHASA’s mission to promote
sustainable, ethical hunting through responsible leadership and the coordination of activities of
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member associations.
CHASA has played a substantial role in the furthering of the interests of the recreational
hunter in South Africa.
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Braam Raubenheimer, the then Minister of Forestry, announced in 1979 that multiple land
use, including hunting and public use of forestry land, was now an accepted concept of his
forestry department, and that he felt that areas under the control of the Department of
Forestry could be hunted. The Weza forest area was identified as a possible hunting area, but
before any hunting could begin, an extensive research programme would have to take place
to establish whether hunting on Weza was sustainable. Mike White and Tim Ivins were at the
forefront of this initiative. We owe a lot to them for arranging Tim Alan Rowlandson to conduct
the research, which led to a doctorate for Tim, and to the hunting by our members on forestry
land.
THE HUNTERS HANDBOOK
1980 saw the first publication of the “Hunter’s Handbook” under the editorship of Tim Ivins
with contributions from a number of the Executive Committee and members of the Association.
Phillip Huebsch illustrated the publication and when it hit the shelves for the first time, it
was an instant success. This Association owes a great debt of gratitude to Tim Ivins, Phillip
Huebsch and all the members who contributed to the publication of this wonderful book. It is
still being published and generating funds for the Association. The theme of the book, namely
the conservation of the environment, ethical and respectful hunting and the wise utilisation
of wildlife resources, is as true today as it was when first published. Though not without
many trials and tribulations, Dr Ian Player’s endorsement of this book in the foreword, gave
us a great boost. It is rewarding to see how successful it has been for KZNH&CA. It has been
translated into Afrikaans and is now a standard set work for Junior Hunters Courses in a
number of hunting associations.
PROFESSIONAL HUNTERS LEGISLATION
The first legislation to licence professional hunters was published in 1981. This Association,
the Game Ranchers’ Association and the Professional Hunters’ Association of South Africa, had
called on the Natal Parks Board to put legislation on the statute book to ensure that control
was exercised over professional hunting in the Province and to ensure a high standard of
service to overseas hunters. Coenraad Vermaak, Tim Ivins, Mike White and other members of
the Executive contributed substantially to the introduction of this new legislation, and today
professional hunting in this country is an enormous industry.
CONTROLLED HUNTING AREAS
Representatives from our Association made contact with Col. Vincent of the Natal Parks Board
towards the end of 1959 and minutes of meetings reveal that Col Vincent “welcomed anything
our Association could do to reduce poaching in Natal, but did not see any reason for anyone
other than the paid representatives of the province to shoot in reserves.”
In his first President’s Report at the first annual general meeting held in 1960, AP Austen
Smith reported on discussions with Natal Parks Board, of which “controlled shooting” was
perhaps the most important matter raised. He mentioned that vast quantities of game
including 5,239 warthog, 1,461 wildebeest, 594 zebra and 1471 impala were “destroyed” by
paid officials of the Parks in 1960.
A resolution was adopted in 1961 that our Association would support the Natal Provincial
Council in its endeavour to retain the piece of land adjoining the Hluhluwe and Umfolozi
Reserves, known as “The Corridor”. We viewed it as a traditional part of the Wildlife Reserve
and Natal, indispensable to the maintenance of these Reserves and the assurance of the
perpetuation of the species in these Reserves for prosperity.
At the third AGM in 1962, it was reported that there was a lack of vermin control measures
and that persons wishing to destroy vermin, except jackal, did not receive encouragement from
the authorities. Complaints were also made about people hunting with dogs, poaching and the
setting of snares.
Even so far back as 1963, members complained that hunters did not have game licences “due
to the lack of knowledge as to where it could be obtained.”
In 1964, Mr Mervyn Wood from Parks Board indicated that a “game seasons” committee would
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be formed by the Parks Board, on which the Association would be presented. This is known
today as the Hunting Advisory Committee, where members of industry met, and still meet,
with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife officials on a quarterly basis.
Also in 1964, our Executive Committee took the Parks Board to task for budgeting
R92, 000.00 for fishing, whilst nothing was set aside for the hunting community.
At the 1972 AGM, it was reported that 2% of land in Natal was administered by Parks Board,
3% by the Dept of Forestry and the remaining 95% by private land. Natal Parks Board
started to control poaching in the late 70’s and game guards trained by NPA were employed.
Achievements during the year of 1978 included the lifting of 830 snares in Eston, eighty dogs
were captured and/or destroyed and 23 people arrested.
Mr Spud Ludbrook of Parks Board reported at the 1988 AGM that bow hunting in the province
was reviewed and that it would continue, subject to the relevant permits being obtained. The
Bow Hunters’ Proficiency Course, compiled by the Association was accepted by “The Board” in
2002.
Controlled hunting started in Mkuze in 1990. Of the 324 applications received for hunts
in 1990, 48% were Association members. This controlled hunting area is one of the finest
hunting areas in the Province. This Association and its representatives on this committee were
intimately involved in the creation of this hunting area, and there is little doubt that had it not
been for the efforts and the persistence of this Association, this controlled hunting area would
not exist today. It has generated substantial income for the Natal Parks Board and the concept
has been expanded into other hunting areas in the Province. Hopefully, these hunting areas
will continue to be enjoyed by members of this Association for a long time to come.
The Natal Parks Board had, in consultation with the various interest groups, formed the
Hunters’ Liaison Committee. This committee met regularly with the Natal Parks Board to
discuss matters of interest to the hunters in the Province. At the top of the agenda in all of
these meetings was the securing of hunting in areas controlled by the Natal Parks Board and
by other Government departments in the province of Natal.
Our efforts and involvement as one of the Association’s representatives on the then
Natal Parks Board Hunters’ Liaison Committee, led to hunting for members in the Mkuze
Conservation area, and later Albert Falls, Chelmsford and Spioenkop Reserves.
One of the outcomes from this process, was that Adri was first appointed as Vice-Chair of the
Hunters’ Forum, and then later also as Vice-Chair of CHASA. This demonstrates clearly the
high esteem in which KZNHCA and its representatives were held.
When Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife decided to replace the existing very basic and sometimes
inadequate iNkonkoni hunting camp in the Phongolo Nature Reserve with a new camp, our
Association made a commitment with them to build the Lapa. The decision was based on
recognition of the partnership between the Association and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife that has
existed over many years, and can be seen as a “partnership responsibility”. As part of the
agreement, EKZNW increased the hunting packages to be auctioned to members to five.
Over and above the thatched Lapa which will include a kitchen, bar and lounge, the new camp
will also have Eskom electricity; four safari style two bed tented units with en suite bathrooms
and cold room facilities.
The Lapa was handed over to EKZNW in 2007.
SOME LANDMARKS IN OUR ASSOCIATION’S HISTORY
In order to keep pace with the current trends, the name of the Association changed to
“KwaZulu-Natal Hunting and Conservation Association” in 1994. This has recently been
changed once more to include Sport Shooting activities and we are now known as “KZN
Hunting Shooting and Conservation Association”.
We purchased our own property at 45 Maurice Nichols Road, Hatton Estates, Pinetown in 1997
– many thanks to the then President, Rob Acutt’s vision. We introduced a life membership
option, accumulating enough funds to pay a deposit, with the bond being paid off within 4
years.
Building improvements were made to the office in 2005, to create a better atmosphere for
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employees and visitors, with all offices and staff on one side of the building and the board
room, records room and kitchen separately.
LEGISLATION
Concerns about the handling of firearms also date back decades. Concern was raised at the
1967 AGM about the careless handling of firearms by young people during hunts. It was
agreed that all members should endeavour to train youngsters in safe firearm handling.
Our Association and CHASA had already made contributions to the firearms legislation in
1991.
Our Association applied for accreditation in terms of Firearms Control Act in 2004 and since
then, hundreds of our members received their Dedicated Hunter status and endorsements for
their firearm licence applications.
Our Association has formed part of the
associations had a chance to meet with
Forum’s “Terms of Reference” changed
Hunters/SAPS Consultative Forum was

Hunters Forum since 2004, where accredited hunting
the SAPS on a quarterly basis. In 2007, the Hunters
to only include the hunting associations, and the
formed where they met with the Police.

All issues regarding the Firearms Control Act are being discussed at these meetings and our
involvement there has definitely been to the benefit of our members.
CHASA represents us and other member associations at the Department of Environmental
Affair’s Wildlife Forum, dealing with legislation regarding the hunting industry, e.g. The Norms
and Standards for hunting in South Africa, TOPS (Threatened and/or Protected Species)
Legislation, Damage Causing Animal Regulations, etc.
MEMBERSHIP
When the Association was founded in 1959, membership applications had to be done on a
prescribed form, accompanied by 2 recent passport size photographs and by either:
A proposal and seconding by 2 members of the Association; or a recommendation by an
approved organisation; or a certificate from a Magistrate.
A decision was taken in 1980 that young men doing their National Service would be exempted
from paying membership fees.
With our 25th anniversary in 1984, the Association had 468 members. This increased to 819
members in 1994, 1069 members in 2001 and 2679 members at the end of our financial year
on 31 August 2009. We reached a milestone in 2016 when our membership totalled 3011.
The Firearms Control Act certainly played a big role in increasing membership numbers since
2004. However, we still believe that our Association has set the benchmark out there as far
as excellent service and communication to members is concerned.
ADVOCACY
Our Association had long been involved in advocacy and educating people about the role that
hunters play as conservationists. In 1961, a letter was written to a certain Mr Karlsen of
Richmond, who had shot a leopard in the Richmond area. It was pointed out to him that
though not realised by the general public, he had, in shooting a leopard, done a public service;
not a misdeed as a section of the public had stated.
We exhibited at the Royal Show in the 60’s and shared a stall with Natal Falconry Club. We
had a bobwhite and chukha partridge on display to public for the first time in 1966, as well
as oribi, duiker, bushbuck and a hen with 16 Guinea fowl chicks.
Our branches had, over the years, organised many displays and exhibitions at local events.
Our Association was invited in September 2009 to do a presentation at the Leisure & Outdoor
Exhibition, with the topic being: “Hunters: First and Foremost Conservationists”.
PRESERVATION / CONSERVATION
1962: An experimental game bird breeding project was to commence on Mr Bure’s farm near
Pietermaritzburg.
1963: Reports indicated that many land owners were under the impression that they could do
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what they like on their own farms regarding shooting game. The President said that one of
the objectives of the Association was to get across to these people, just how destructive the
procedure was and that it was up to the members to use their influence with such people.
1966: Many members introduced impala on to their properties through the Parks Board
scheme of making animals available to the farming community of Natal, at a fee less
than that charged to individuals who are resident outside the Province. Three members
introduced Nyala, which were reported to be doing well.
Arbor Day, surveys on oribi, birds, etc. Various branches are involved with conservancy
projects.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Our Association was involved with the Matshitsholo Community Reserve during the period
2000 – 2005. Although we had a few pilot hunts, the project was not viable and was
terminated.
In 2004, we engaged into a contract with the Ngome Community at Bambata’s Kraal outside
Greytown through the assistance of the Wildlands Trust.
Association members have the first option to book hunts, where after bookings are made
available to members of other recognised hunting associations. In order to promote
responsible hunting, the leader of the hunting party must have a CHASA proficiency
grading. The community raised R735 471 from hunts and accommodation between 2004
and 2009.
In 2007 we entered into a similar agreement with the Kunene community of the “Boschoek
Trust” outside Wasbank in the Dundee area. This has proved to be a very popular
destination for our members and a sustainable business for the community.
HUNTING OPPORTUNITIES
At the 1961 AGM, a decision was made to investigate the possibility of securing hunting
concessions in the Transvaal, Mozambique, Rhodesia and Bechuanaland. The EXCO members
agreed, however, that the Association would concentrate on securing “shooting” facilities in
Natal and Zululand, particularly on Crown Lands adjoining the various game reserves. In
those years hunting opportunities were scarce. Unfortunately securing (or trying to secure)
hunting opportunities for members never was a priority, and at the 1991 AGM another
decision was made to further explore this matter and intensify efforts.
With changing circumstances and the growth in membership numbers, our Association
started to actively canvass hunting opportunities for members; not something that
other similar associations can boast about. We have built up a good relationship with
numerous game farmers over the years and, with the Association being involved in various
communities, our members are privileged to have a full-time person at our offices dedicated
to handle hunting-related matters.
TROPHIES & AWARDS
The Association proudly presents the following awards annually at our AGM:
• Longstanding Membership certificate and badges awarded to members on a 5-year cycle,
starting with membership of 15 years and longer.
• Photographic Awards for photos entered into the photo competition at the AGM. This
award encourages members to capture nature on film.
• Sport shooting awards for Association Shoots - the Top Gun and Nyala Shoots.
• Training Courses.
Other Categories:
Pierre Weitz Floating Trophy, awarded to the most active junior of the year; all activities
taken into account.
JF King Co J F King Conservation Trophy, awarded annually to the member who, in the
judgment of the Executive Committee, has made the greatest effort towards furthering the
cause of game conservation (buck) on the privately owned lands of KZN.
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Douglas Johnstone Game Bird Trophy, awarded annually to the member who, in the opinion of
the Executive Committee, has made the greatest endeavour to conserve, or to have encouraged
others to conserve, or to have bred for release into the depleted areas of the province.
Sylvain Clinkemaillie Memorial Trophy for Association service, awarded to a member who
has unstintingly, and for no monetary reward, given of his/her time and expertise to the
Association.

Leon Du Casse Branch Floating Trophy, awarded to the branch with the most activities and
involvement over the past year.
Hunting Trophy Awards
Our Association has an annual trophy competition/exhibition on the same day as our annual
general meeting, where 35 trophies are handed out to members with the highest scoring
entries based on the RW measuring system.
In addition to the above, the following trophies are awarded:
Overall Trophies:

CW Roseveare Impala Trophy (juniors)
Les Ogram Trophy for Runner-up Junior Hunter
Tim Ivins Junior Hunters Trophy
Andrew Whysall Trophy, for most species entered by a junior hunter.
Diana Trophy, donated by Terry Griffin, presented to a female member of the Association
irrespective of membership category, whose trophy achieved the highest percentage of the All
Africa record of any African indigenous species hunted.
The Pat Ogram Memorial Trophy, presented to a member over the age of 65, whose trophy
achieved the highest percentage of the All-Africa record for any African indigenous species
hunted.
Marty White Trophy, for Runner-up Best Trophy.
Ian Player Hunters Trophy
St. Hubert Trophy, for the “Best on Display”.
OUR AIMS: SINCE 1959 AND FOR THE FUTURE
• To promote knowledge, love and respect of wildlife and the wilderness.
• To train hunters and ensure that the appropriate skills, rules and ethics are applied.
• To assist in the conservation of our natural heritage and all fauna and flora.
PAST PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION
1959-1961: AP Austen Smith
1962-1964: EH Schroenn
1965-1968: KL L’ Estrange
1969-1971: WM Sutton
1972-1974: Sen. HG Odell
1975-1980: Dr. I Player
1981-1984: RL Daly
1985-1986: TL Ivins
1987-1990: AP Malherbe
1991-1992: AV Skinstad
1993-1995: LB Kruger
1996-1998: RB Acutt
1999-2001: EC Meyer
2002-2004: C Van Heerden
2005:
HJG Beuken
2005-2007: PJ Tubbergh
2008-2010: J Harris
2011-2012: JJS Venter
2013-2014: PK Acutt
2015 – Present: B Ambrose
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History of The Nyala News

The Nyala News Magazine has
certainly evolved since the first
edition in February 1962.

Edition 1 of Volume 1

The above is an extract from the Editorial on page 1 of the first edition
of volume 2 (March 1963). This still holds true today, even though the
production is now undertaken by salaried staff!   
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In Conversation
with AP Smith
– The founding of the Association –

In commemoration of the 60th
anniversary of the establishment of
the KwaZulu-Natal Hunting, Shooting
and Conservation Association, we sat
down with AP Smith and asked him
about the formation of the Association
back in 1959 and the formative events
that took place in the years that
followed…
The idea of forming a hunters’
Association came from several of the
clients that I had whilst an article
clerk in Pietermaritzburg. One of the
main ideas behind it was to assist
farmers who were interested in
acquiring game from the Natal Parks
Board.
The inaugural meeting was held at
the library of the Law Society in
Pietermaritzburg, and I was tasked
with being the interim President.
The outcome of this meeting was the
formation of a hunting and wildlife
management Association, and I was asked to draw up an inaugural draft
constitution. I soon stepped aside as President, feeling that I was too young to be at the helm
of such an Association, and Eric Schroenn became the second President of the Association.
After completing my articles, I decided to take a year to travel abroad and gain international
experience. I headed to England, as many young people do, and spent time visiting
environmental research stations, where partridges and pheasants were bred for the purpose
of stocking farms to augment their natural populations. I spent time talking to these farmers,
as well as to those in charge of other organisations involved in wildlife management. In
answering my questions, these experts pointed out that wildlife management as it was
practiced in the USA would be far more in line with our experiences here in South Africa.
When my time in the UK drew to a close, I decided to travel to the USA to speak to the
wildlife authorities there for further guidance. I ended up getting a job with the Australian
Embassy in Washington DC, and while working there, I spent lots of time talking to people
at the various wildlife management organisations that were headquartered there, and they
gave me all sorts of ideas. I learnt that the Oregon State Game Commission on the west coast
would be a great source of guidance based on their practical experience.
Being extremely interested in learning more, I hitchhiked almost 4 400km to get to
Oregon, where I met up with Ron Shay of the Oregon State Game Commission, who was the
organisation’s public relations director at the time. I ended up spending a few days staying at
Ron’s home to discuss the matter at hand.
During my stay, I learned that Ron had his own television show about wildlife, and I was
invited to attend the recording of this programme. When we arrived at the studio, he broke
the news to me that I was going to make a guest appearance on the show. I spent 15 minutes
telling viewers about wildlife management in its infancy in South Africa.
I later returned to South Africa and assisted with implementing some of the ideas that I had
seen successfully utilised in the USA, particularly with regards to the idea of dividing the
Association into different branches, with a centralised Head Office.
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When the 10th anniversary of the formation of the Association was approaching, then
President, Eric Schroenn and his committee started to discuss ideas about how to make this
occasion a milestone. My suggestion was that we contact Ron Shay and invite him to travel
to South Africa to be the guest speaker at the 10th annual general meeting. Ron had been of
great assistance to the Association in the intervening years, sending brochures on wildlife
management principles and providing sound advice based on the experience of the Oregon
Game Commission.
It took an entire day to get Ron on the phone due to the time difference and difficulties with
the operator at the telephone exchange, but he readily agreed to make the trip. The proposal
of his visit was made at the next meeting of the Association, and the treasurer was horrified,
because Ron’s airfare would cost R1 000 – which was the sum of the total accumulated funds
in the Association’s bank account after 10 years. It was decided that a decision on Ron’s trip
would be made the following week.
Deciding to take action, I approached a variety of businessmen in the Pietermaritzburg area
and asked them if they would contribute R100 to the cause. I secured written undertakings
from 10 businessmen that they would donate the necessary amount, and planning for Ron’s
trip began in earnest.
Ron’s arrival in South Africa attracted great interest from the press. The scheduled annual
general meeting of KZN Hunters was very well attended, and it had been arranged that after
the AGM, Ron would travel around KZN, including making a visit to the very active branch at
Vryheid. He spoke at a variety of venues, showing 16mm films of conservation activities in the
USA. He even spent a day with the Natal Parks Board (now known as Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife),
at their request, and he thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity of discussing the role of hunting
as a conservation initiative.
Ron Shay’s visit to South Africa was, without a doubt, one of the shaping and defining events
in the history of the KwaZulu-Natal Hunting, Shooting and Conservation Association.
The role of the Association in the future of hunting and conservation
In AP’s view, the cornerstone of hunting is its economic value. Game ranching leads to an
increase in wildlife populations, and were it not for the invaluable economic contribution
provided by hunters, it would be impossible to maintain sustainable breeding herds. “Hunters
will continue to play a vital role in the culling of inferior breeding lines due to the absence of
predators,” commented AP. “Hunting relates to the elimination of substandard animals and
the maintenance of healthy populations. In other words, the hunter plays the role of predator
on a well-managed estate.”
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2019 AGM HIGHLIGHTS
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
BY BRUCE AMBROSE

A special welcome to our distinguished
guests, to all our Past Presidents who are
present and all of you members who are
attending today. It is truly an honour to
have all of you here today.
Our Association is now 60 years old –
which is an amazing achievement! In
1959, the guardians who came before us,
started the good work. They unselfishly
laboured to form our Association and
to increase the membership from very
few hunters to many thousands. They
managed the growth and expanded the
scope so that a robust and uniform core
was established. It wasn’t easy then and
neither is it today.
During this time, we became a founding
member of Confederation of Hunting
Associations of South Africa (CHASA),
in which we remain a proud and active
participant.
Our training and ongoing improvement
have always played a crucial part in our
approach - because ethics has always
been at our core.

This is an activity that needs to be
continued and expanded.
2. We are a Sport Shooting Association –
Sport Shooting is doing very well and
is thriving. Many hunters are now also
sport shooters. We have a National
Rifle League member, Anthony
Barraball, who is eligible to go to the
USA Championship this December.
That is a great achievement and
well done to him. Similarly, we have
many members who shoot in the
CHASA type competitions and those
who simply enjoy .22 rim fire gong
shooting. You are encouraged to
participate in whatever shooting
event you find an interest in. Special
thanks to Neil Steyn and Conrad Klipp
for their efforts.
3. We are a Conservation focussed
Association – Currently, we are a
leading force in the development of
the Wildlife Management (Damage
Causing Animal Control and AntiPoaching) initiatives in the province.
I am sure that very few members are
aware of the enormous strides that
we, EWT, SACAN and others have
made in this area. It is an activity
that you are all encouraged to look
into and support. These define us
as a successful and broad-based
Association that is focussed on what
we do. Many thanks to Neville and his
team for their dedication and efforts.
In respect of the administration of
the Association, I would like to make
the following comments:

These objectives have not changed,
although we have expanded our activities
with these as a sound foundation.
Today, our Association has a number
of key activities that defines our activities:

A. It is true that our Membership is not
growing as we would like. But this
is also true of other non-electronic
administered associations. Be
encouraged to find new members to
add to our numbers.
B. Our Financial Position remains sound.
We certainly did find ourselves in
an unplanned and uncontrolled
situation in respect of VAT and
other abnormally high expenses and
disruptions. Our membership has
carried us through – thank you.
C. We need to generate more nonsubscription income to supplement
our activities and requirements.
D. The challenges - within the country
and those from the global arena continue to frustrate the industry.

1. We are an ethical Hunting Association
– Over the years, an enormous
number of animals and hunts have
been arranged for our members.

Your EXCO is looking into these and will
take the appropriate action.
Thanks to Chris, Hannelie and Rose for
their efforts.

From those early days, the objectives of
the Association were laid down in our
Constitution:
a) To promote a knowledge, love and
respect for wildlife.
b) To promote the observance of the
rules of good amateur sportsmanship
in all forms of shooting and hunting.
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What about the future? The Firearms
Control Act and the many challenges that
our country faces cannot be ignored. But
we should not be afraid of the future.
We have sound plans to ensure that
our Association continues to grow and
prosper.
1) We need to Perform our Role of
being an Amateur (Recreational)
Association.
2) Be True to our Agenda. The
Association must maintain a high
standard of hunting ethics and
encourage and support landowners
to conserve their game. A zerotolerance approach to poor behaviour
will be maintained. Our close ties
with land owners will be maintained
and expanded.
3) Ensure that We have a Strategy to
grow membership by having the
appropriate offerings. We must
remain independent thinkers to
ensure a sound future for our
Association.
4) Prudently Support the efforts of
certain members of the industry.
A thorough examination of our
relationships and affiliation must be
on-going. We should question what
others are doing and what our level
of involvement with them should be.
5) Reduce the Tension between meat
hunters and the Anti’s. Although in
its infancy, the Wildlife Management
group have developed strong and
meaningful relationships with other
seemingly unrelated and related
organisations. The common ground
(and a level of tolerance) has ensured
positive co-operation and success in
a number of arenas. Our goal will be
to improve these relationships and to
further develop new affiliations whilst
ensuring they understand our Role
and motivations.
6) Continually Monitor the Hunting
Environment so that proactive
action can be taken and to be nimble
enough to make appropriate changes
timeously.
Staying focussed on these items will
enable our Association to move forward
with confidence and purpose and to
stay relevant and fit for purpose. Be
encouraged to enjoy as much of our
activities as you want to. This will set a
solid foundation for another 60 years and
more.
Thank you all for being here today and
enjoy the rest of the proceedings.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT 2019
BY CHRIS JENNINGS
please contact your Branch Committee
for information. One of the positive
benefits of attaining accredited Sports
Shooting status is that firearm licences
for Dedicated Sport Shooting purposes
are valid for 10 years.

It is with pleasure that I submit my
annual report during the occasion of
our 60th Anniversary, which is a great
milestone in the history of our proud
and well-respected Association.
Membership
At the time of this report our
membership totalled 2 392, which is
203 less than the number reported for
the same period in 2018. During the
current year we re-instated 56 members
who had previously resigned and signed
up 120 new members. Based on the
figure above we have accumulated
around three to four members each
working week. There are various reasons
for the decline in member numbers,
the majority of which has been the
migration to Associations that offer a
cheaper membership fee structure –
some of which offer less benefits than
we do. Emigration to countries overseas
has accounted for a few members and
unfortunately 12 members have passed
away during this reporting period. As
similar challenges face the majority of
Associations affiliated to CHASA, the
Executive regard this as a priority and it
is receiving attention at the highest level.
We have 1 086 adult members who have
successfully obtained Proficiency status
(51% of adult members). In addition,
15 junior members have successfully
completed the Senior Hunters course.
941 adult members are registered
as Dedicated Hunters (44% of adult
members) and 9 junior members have
successfully obtained Dedicated Hunter
status with specific motivations. We
have accredited 34 members with
Professional Hunter status in terms of
Section 16A of the FCA. In addition,
with CHASA authorising our Association
to accredit qualifying members with
Sport Shooting status, we now have 122
members who have Dedicated Sport
Shooting status and 24 members who
have successfully completed the NRA
TYRO handgun shoot. For details on
how to qualify for Sport Shooting status

Members are encouraged to undertake
the practical training for Proficiency
status as this is the minimum
requirement for hunting on any
Ezemvelo Controlled Hunting Area, and
is also becoming a requirement from
the majority of land owners with whom
we are currently arranging hunting
opportunities. Besides the additional
knowledge you will gain, the courses
are great fun and you get to meet fellow
members and hunters from
the Association.
Members who wish to be accredited as
Dedicated Hunters in order to own in
excess of 4 firearms and do not wish to
take advantage of hunting opportunities
administered by the Association can
now do so. The practical shooting test
has been revised and simplified for
this specific accreditation. Likewise,
members who wish to be accredited for
Dedicated Sports Shooting only can now
do so by passing the recently introduced
Dedicated Sport Shooting exam, which
means they do not have to first qualify
for Dedicated Hunter status – which
was the process in place previously.
Please liaise with your respective
Branch Chairman, or the office for more
information in this regard.
Some further stats for your information:
we have prepared 226 endorsement
letters for firearm applications for
members in support of their personal
applications to CFR.
Hunting
The Association arranged and
administered various hunts for our
members during 2019 and a big thank
you to Geoff Muller and his Team
as well as Hannelie for ensuring the
process went as smoothly as possible
with regards to the Kameelkop hunting
opportunities.
Once again, a special word of thanks
to Karel Landman who very generously
donated, on behalf of the Karel Landman
Trust, annually and on an on-going
basis 24 non-trophy Warthog and 6
days accommodation in one of his
bush camps for Junior Hunter hunting
opportunities. The prevailing drought
made hunting these normally prolific
animals very challenging. For further
information on this initiative please
contact your Branch Chairman, or the
office. Further information on this

initiative can be found under the Youth
Portfolio report.
For interest and information – revenue
collected on behalf of the provincial
treasury for 465 hunting licences issued
from the office during the year totalled
R9 544.00 (2018 – 544 licences totalling
R16 539.00).
Further information can be found in the
Hunting Committee report.
Wildlands Youth Programme (Doppie vir
die Jeug)
We continue to participate in this
initiative, which is co-ordinated by Jan
de Man on behalf of Wildlands, and have
agreed to sponsor all participants with
our Hunter’s Handbook on an on-going
basis. Further information on this can be
found under the Youth Portfolio report
submitted by Willem De Valance.
Nyala News Magazine
The Association’s Nyala News magazine
continues to be of a high standard and
we have received many compliments on
the quality and content of the editorial.
Special thanks to The Fire Tree Design
team for their hard work and dedication
in ensuring the magazine retains a
professional image. Many thanks to
the advertisers and contributors who
have submitted interesting articles and
photos to ensure the content is varied
and interesting. Please remember, this is
your magazine and we are continuously
looking for suitable content for each
edition so please submit whatever you
can to assist us in producing a magazine
we can all be proud of.
Website and Facebook
The website and Facebook page have
been upgraded and although it was
a joint effort to achieve this, special
mention needs to be made of the work
done by Hannelie and Willem de Valance
and the team at The Fire Tree Design
Company, to maintain and update the
information. In addition to the updating
of important information, we receive
adverts for the sale of hunting related
items as well as hunting opportunities
and urge members to check the website
and Facebook page regularly to take
advantage of these.
Nyala Golf Day
This is another highlight of our annual
activities and we held our 17th
anniversary event in 2019. In total we
had entries from 19 teams, with 75
golfers participating. Unfortunately
Ezemvelo was unable to donate a
hunting package for the auction at the
prize-giving function. However, we
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received donations and items from
other sources which resulted in some
lively bidding and which enabled us to
generate much needed funds for our
Conservation activities. Many thanks to
all the sponsors for their kind donations
which added to the success of this event.
The Nyala Golf Day for 2020 is expected
to be held on Friday 17th April. Please
add this to your golfing calendar - we
look forward to hosting members
once again.
Affiliation and Meetings
The Association is a respected member
of various organisations and forums and
is represented on the following:
CHASA – continues to meet and lobby
with both National and Provincial
Government departments, Private Sector
and International partners to promote
and ensure we continue to enjoy the
freedom to hunt. With the appointment
of Stephen Palos as CEO in 2016 there
has been a noticeable increase in the
activity of CHASA as well as the reduced
time it now takes to achieve finality on
important issues. CHASA also represents
affiliated Associations, such as ourselves,
at the Hunting and Wildlife
Association of SA Forum (HAWASA).
We hosted the May board meeting at
Kingfisher Conference Centre, Mount
Edgecombe - which was a great success.
Provincial Hunters Advisory Committee –
This was traditionally a forum consisting
of representatives from the major
hunting related stakeholders which met
with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife. Ezemvelo
KZNWL have been tasked by Dept of
Environmental Affairs to establish a
Provincial KZN Wildlife Forum. It is
envisioned that, once this Forum is
established, it will represent additional

stakeholders in the broader industry
– with the inclusion of representation
from the HAC.

Conservation and combatting the
practice of illegal hunting and trafficking
of these and all other vulnerable wildlife
species.

National Hunters Forum – this includes
the SAPS/CFR Consultative Forum and
consists of CFR accredited hunting
and shooting associations and other
stakeholders in the hunting and firearms
industry who meet to discuss challenges
of common interest. Unfortunately,
during the past 3 years SAPS/CFR have
been reluctant to continue engaging
with the Hunters Forum. Due to this,
only two meetings were convened. The
purpose of one of the meetings was to
agree on a strategy which will hopefully
result in getting representatives from
SAPS/CFR to once more attend this
very important Stakeholder liaison.
Negotiations with SAPS/CFR indicate
that meetings could resume in the near
future.

WRSA KZN – I attended the KZN AGM
on 17th October and received valuable
information on the activities of the local
branch as well as from the national
executive. We anticipate that we will
have additional hunting opportunities
for members and we trust our
association with KZN and the national
committee of WRSA will be long and
mutually rewarding.
True Green Alliance – we are a
Corporate Member of this organisation
that very actively promotes sustainable
use, including hunting, and is dedicated
to counteract propaganda used by
animal rights and anti-hunting lobbyists.
Please consider joining the TGA, either in
your individual capacity - or if relevant,
one of the other membership categories
offered by them.

SAGA – SA Gunowners Association.
WESSA – Wildlife and Environment
Society of SA.

In conclusion, I would like to thank our
special office ladies for the dedication
and support I have received from them
during this year – it has been a team
effort ensuring the level of service to
our members remains high and that it is
carried out in a most efficient manner.
Hannelie has recently completed 15
years of loyal service to the Association
and its members – another notable
milestone. Also, a big thank you to
our President, Bruce Ambrose and the
members of FINCO and EXCO for the
support the office and I personally have
received during the past year.

FreeMe KZN – Wildlife Rehabilitation
Centre. We have joined this organisation,
as Corporate Custodians, in support of
the good work they do in preserving
and conserving our indigenous
wildlife. In so doing, FreeMe has a
better understanding of what we as an
Association stand for and how we can
assist them in achieving their goals.
SACAN – Partners in combatting
illegal poaching with dogs and general
poaching activities. Members are
encouraged to join this organisation
which offers a “911” reaction service to
any emergency situation.
EWT – Endangered Wildlife Trust.
Specifically active with Oribi

MEMBERSHIP BREAKDOWN AS AT 21 NOVEMBER 2019
BRANCH
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LIFE

SNR

JNR
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CHILD
U 12

ASSOC

0/SEAS

COMP

TOTAL

DURBAN

454

97

166

94

8

14

2

19

1

2

6

863

ZULULAND

227

15

45

29

4

6

1

5

0

0

0

332

ALFRED COUNTY

142

9

46

15

1

1

2

7

0

1

0

224

DRAKENSBERG

87

5

14

8

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

118

VRYHEID

71

12

11

12

1

1

0

3

0

0

0

111

UPPER TUGELA

65

4

10

5

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

87

NEWCASTLE

65

4

13

10

0

5

0

6

0

0

0

103

MIDLANDS

297

23

70

55

3

9

6

12

1

1

0

477

GAUTENG

44

10

18

6

2

3

1

1

0

0

0

85

1452

179

393

234

19

45

13

53

2

4

6

2400

TOTAL

STATISTICS AS AT 11 OCTOBER 2019
Members with Dedicated Status 		
Members with Proficiency Status 		
Members with Professional Status 		
Members with Dedicated Sport Shoot Status 		
Members who did the Tyro Shoot		
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952
1101
34
122
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT FOR
THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
BY AHMED HAFFEJEE

The inventory level has been increased
slightly to R127 658 (2018: 118 258).
Note 2 – Other Income
Other Income is detailed on Pg 16 of
the AFS.
Branch receipts are amounts raised
by Branches for use by themselves for
Branch activities. These amounts are
not used for the general operation of
the Association and must therefore
be viewed in conjunction with
Association expenses on Pg 17 of the
AFS. Branches are authorised to raise
funds and to spend those funds on
Branch activities subject to Branch
committee governance. In the current
year Branches raised a total amount of
R135 080 including interest received
(2018: R167 908) and expended R126
489 (2018: R157 428) which numbers
are reflected in the AFS as required by
Accounting Standards, the revenue
and expenses must be viewed as
contra items.

The members serving on the Finance
Committee for the current year were
Ahmed Haffejee (Finco chairman), Bruce
Ambrose, Chris Jennings and Barry
Miller. The day to day administration was
dealt with by Rose Haring and Hannelie
Wagner. The Auditors for the year were
Viljoen & Partners.
The Audited Financial Statements for
the Association were completed and
published on the members’ section of
the Association web site on 6 November
2019. An SMS message was sent to all
members advising of this.

As you are all aware, there have
been a number of Appeals made to
members for Voluntary Contributions
by members – spanning donations
from ordinary members to voluntary
payments by Life and Senior members.
These Appeals have raised an amount
of R117 113 for the current year (2018:
R112 882). Members are sincerely
thanked for their generosity, which
has played a large part in achieving
a surplus for the year and thereby
stabilizing the financial wellbeing of the
Association.

Note 1 – Revenue:
With reference to the Detailed Income
Statement on Pg 16 of the AFS,
Membership income has only increased
by R18 765 (1%) despite an increase
in fees of 14% for the same period.
Membership Fees make up 80% (2018
– 82%) of general Association Revenue
and can be categorized as Fully Paid
fees (Ordinary members), reduced fees
(Junior, Senior, wife members) and Nil
Fees (Honorary, Life, Child members).
The main reason for the low increase in
Membership Income is the decrease in
membership.

Chasa Affiliation fees and a Chasa
Levy are paid to Chasa at a rate of R85
and R45 respectively per fully paid
member (ie excl Junior, Life & Honorary
members). Members are requested to
pay a levy to recover the cost of the
Chasa Levy, the Chasa Affiliation fee of
R108 120 (2018: R111 111) was paid
out of normal annual Membership fees.

Revenue also includes an amount of
R266 557 received from members as
a payment for Nyala News. The costs
of producing the publication totaled
R244 316 (incl. postage) for the year,
which resulted in a net revenue to the
Association of R22 241 (2018: a loss of
R45 310). The objective of achieving a
breakeven point on the production and
distribution of Nyala News was achieved
and a focus on reducing postage
costs further by using email is being
considered.

Note 3 – Operating Expenses
Operating expenses are detailed on pg
17 of the AFS. Costs have marginally
increased by 1%, excluding the hosting
of the CHASA Conference. Costs have
been very well managed by Chris and
his team. Every effort has been made
to curtail and defer expenditure where
possible and further initiatives are
being implemented to reduce costs
such as postage going forward.

The sales of regalia & hunting income
totaling R101 000 (2018: R133 532).

Note 4 – Operating Surplus
The surplus for the year of R362 850
(2018: R279 234) is a significant
improvement on the 2018 surplus but
it must be noted that this has been
brought about primarily due to the
generous voluntary contributions by
members, as well as the strict control of
costs for the year achieved by Chris and
his team.
Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet is reflected on pg 7 of
the AFS with detailed explanatory notes
on pg 10 to 15.
All the movements on the Balance Sheet
are detailed in the Notes with no notable
changes in policy or disclosure.
The valuation of the property remains
unchanged and the Executive Committee
are of the opinion that the amount of
R1 400 000 closely represents its market
value.
Looking Forward
The annual budgeting objective of the
Association is to achieve profitability just
above break-even in order to accumulate
a small reserve margin each year
and thereby build the strength of the
Association’s balance sheet.
The initiatives implemented over the
past 3 years have reversed the previously
negative trend and have now resulted in
a surplus for the year. The 2019 Income
Statement and Balance Sheet reflect a
healthy financial position.
That said, it must be recognized that
the positive results for the year are
primarily underpinned by the Voluntary
Contributions and reduction in costs
and that these amounts cannot be
relied upon as regular income or regular
reductions going forward.
The results for 2019 reflect that the
Association has regained a position of
stability and is in a healthy financial
position. That said, much of Finco’s work
and responsibility is also to look forward
and structure for future sustainability.
The changes are being proposed to
address our future needs and I urge all
members to please assist us to achieve
this objective.
Thank you to the team I have worked
with over the past year and best wishes
for the year ahead.

A summary of the salient aspects of the results is as follows:
INCOME STATEMENT

NOTE

2019

2018

2017

Revenue

YEAR ON YEAR

1

1 815 763

1 741 237

1 690 124

4% - improvement

Other Income

2

774 593

658 783

558 538

18% - improvement

Operating Expenses

3

2 144 553

2 011 829

2 206 194

Surplus / (Deficit)

4

362 850

279 234

-61 564

7% - increase
30% - improvement
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HUNTING COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
BY BRUCE AMBROSE

trip has been planned.
Kameelkop was oversubscribed
once again. After 3 seasons we have
completed the list of names of those
members who entered the draw. A
revised system of allocation is being
discussed for 2020. During 2019 we were
allocated 194 animals, of which 149 were
harvested.

In addition to many phone calls and
discussions, the Hunting Committee met
formally a number of times during the
year. As always, the aim was to oversee
the hunting on existing farms/reserves
that the Association has negotiated,
as well as to source new hunting
opportunities. It also oversaw the Sport
Shooting portfolio.
Hunting
Once again, we were not allocated
any animals from Ezemvelo KZNWL for
hunting/auctioning at Phongolo Game
Reserve for the 2019 season. We have
pleasure in informing members that
after much negotiation and discussion
with Ezemvelo, hunting at Phongolo
Nature Reserve will resume again in
2020. We have concluded agreements
with Ezemvelo and subsequently with
our Concessionaires that extends the
term for both parties to 2024. We
have received an allocation of animals
for the 2020 season, details of which
can be found in the booklet under the
section dealing with the AGM auction.
We look forward to offering hunting to
our members once again at Phongolo
CHA after an absence of 4 years. It was
noted that there is a need for routine
maintenance at the camp and a review

We expect to be allocated a quota of
animals for 2020 from the land owner at
Northington in the Kamberg area and will
confirm this with you as soon as possible
in 2020. We hope to proceed with
hunting earlier in 2020 as only 29 animals
from a quota of 105 were harvested
in 2019. Likewise with Ven Africa in
the Magudu area of Zululand. We
received numerous additional hunting
opportunities during the year and we
trust that the members who participated
in these hunts were successful and
had an enjoyable and memorable
experience. All hunt opportunities will be
communicated to members via sms and
added to our website.
Ezemvelo KZNWL offered hunts at Ntinini
and we hope this will be a regular venue
once more as it has proved to be popular
with members. We were also offered a
late opportunity to hunt in the Spioenkop
Nature Reserve from Ezemvelo which
was snapped up by members. We will
continue to seek out new opportunities
and Branches are encouraged to find
farmers who would be willing to provide
hunting to our members.
Misbehaviour by some members remains
a concern - but a zero tolerance by
the Hunting Committee will continue.
The key misdemeanours include trying
to share licences – quite simply, each
hunter has to have their own licence
for each specie they wish to hunt; not
shooting the correct species in terms of
the allocation - the Hunting Permit for
each game farm stipulates the number,
sex and species that may be hunted; not
having a TOPS permit for specified game
(specifically Common Reedbuck and

Black Wildebeest). Many of the offenders
are Proficiency Graded hunters and
members with Dedicated Hunting status
– who should know better.
Hannelie kindly prepared, on behalf
of members, 69 Applications for TOPS
permits to Ezemvelo KZNWL – this is
a time consuming task and we trust
members appreciate this additional
service.
Sport Shooting
Almost all branches hold regular sport
shooting events and range days. This
is great and should be increased and
supported.
Both the Broadway (Newlands West) and
SA Hunters Sentara (Stanger) shooting
ranges remain as suitable ranges for the
Durban based members. Many thanks to
Neil Steyn for his unselfish contribution
and efforts regarding the Durban Branch
sport shooting.
Thanks, too, to Conrad Klipp for taking
on the Sport Shooting portfolio for the
greater KZN area. Into the future, there
will be many shoots covering a broad
series of shooting events - for the serious
competitors as well as the fun shooters.
This will then cater for the aspirations of
all members and of various skills levels
and will include as many CHASA based
competitions as possible.
A permanent 300m plus range is still
needed for the Durban Branch as well as
Association wide activities.
This is a separate department with
its own report and will no longer be
reported under the Hunting Committee.
Wildlife Management – This is also a
separate department, which has grown
tremendously and has achieved much
success in the past two years. The activity
of this department can be found in
separate report in the AGM booklet.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO ANNUAL REPORT
BY NEVILLE VAN LELYVELD

• Bi-monthly Anti-Poaching Collaboration
Network meetings were held.
• Quarterly Wildlife Management
meetings held with President and CEO.
• 10th May - we did a Protected Game
species release in Dargle - this is a direct
result of the relationship built through
the Anti- Poaching Collaborative Network
programme.
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• 11th May - we attended the WESSA
AGM in Himeville, this gave us an
opportunity to meet up with old contacts
and to network with some new ones.

Network has gone through a tremendous
growth which has resulting in 2
restructures during this year.

• Numerous successful anti-poaching
operations have taken place this year
which resulted in approximately 8 times
more conviction than last year.

• The focus of the team was on
legislation and updating and education
thereof as this was identified as a
weakness in the past. This program is
well on its way.

• The Anti-Poaching Collaboration

• 15th April Brian Jones (SACAN) and I

met with the Honoury Officers executive
to create a better working relationship
with the HO’s.

evening the team has gained a pristine
air field and aircraft hangar facility which
is critical for the team.

background. He was very pleased with
the efforts of the team and no longer felt
at a lost end and helpless as a result.

• 14th Of April Brian Jones, Debbie
Preston and I did a presentation evening
at the Balgowan Conservancy addressing
the various illegal hunting activities going
on in this area.

• 26th September I met with SACAN
concerning a full cross function team
training day to be held in Dargle in the
near future. The aim of this training is
to unite the team and to sort out any
glitches that may arise during the actual
operations. This will set the platform for
the way forward in the future as how a
typical illegal hunting operation will be
conducted. In saying this, we now need
maximum commitment from all role
players/stakeholders.

• On the 9th of October I was privileged
to showcase the APCN at the annual
Fountain Hill Estate Symposium.

• 17th Of April Darlene Bond (PMB HO
group chairperson), Brian Jones and I
met at the SACAN office to address the
various cases of illegal hunting with dogs
in and around the PMB area.
• 30th of July the SACAN team and I did
presentations to the Creighton Farmer’s
Union and Magma security in Creighton.
This was a very successful and fruitful
day. This was also done at the request of
the Creighton Farmer’s Union due to the
high level of illegal dog hunting taking
place in the area.
• 30th July - EWT, SACAN, FreeMe
and the Local Lions River DCO did a
presentation evening at the Barn Owl
in Curry’s Post. This was by far the most
successful presentation evening to date
for the team, Thanks to Rachel, some
70 odd farmers turned out for a supper
and an hour meeting which went on for
some 3 hours. As a direct result of this

• On the 6th of October I met with the
Lion’s River DCO after our APCN meeting.
The aim of this meeting was to pick up
on some of the projects that we as KZN
Hunters had started with the previous
DCO, Kim Gillings - these include DCAC
work and youth development.
• On the 5th of October we did a follow
up on the success of a DCAC activity in
the Midlands which was done by the
Midlands branch members. We also did a
follow up with a Dargle area farmer who
has been experiencing a large amount
of illegal dog hunting on his farm and we
managed to give him some feedback as
to the work that had taken place in the

• The DCAC programme has gained
momentum this last year with several
requests from KZN Wildlife, HO’s and
private land owners. I do believe that
this is a direct result of the partnerships
and bonds that have been established
through the APCN. But it is critical
that this work be done and seen as
a conservation activity and not just
another free hunt.
• Many thanks to our whole team,
inclusive of my dedicated wife Hayley, for
making this year the tremendous success
that it has been. This level of success can
only be achieved through “tunnel vision,
passion and team work” to quote Brian
Jones. I would like to single out Brian
Jones and Wade Whitehead (FreeMe)
in particular for being there for me and
to help me steer this amazing network
of passionate team players. I have had
lean on both of these gents at times for
support and an opinion on many matters.

TRAINING PORTFOLIO ANNUAL REPORT
I would like to thank all the Trainers who have presented
courses during the past year. Their dedication and commitment
is highly appreciated. Below is a summary of training received
from Branches.
Training forms a very important part of the Association,
equipping our members to respect our Wildlife Resources and
the value of life. Training is alive and well in the Association and
I would like to encourage members to attend these courses and
build camaraderie with their fellow hunters.
My apologies for any not reflected in the summary.
Senior Hunting Courses:
Midlands Branch – CHASA Proficiency Grading Course
Midlands Branch – Junior Hunters Course
Drakensberg Branch – One on one training
Upper Tugela Branch – CHASA Proficiency Grading Course
Drakensberg Branch:
I would like to thank Dawie Boyce for all of his time spent on
part-time courses. A total of 10 members were trained.
Midlands Branch:
Midlands Branch hosted a very successful Senior Hunters
Course, 10 members attended the course, of which 3 were

youngsters (16 years of age).
A huge thank you to Carmen for co-ordinating this course and
thank you to the Trainers - Sakkie van Vuuren, Mithesh Maharaj
and Johan Minnie.
Upper Tugela Branch:
A total of 2 members were trained.
A total of 6 members qualified as CHASA Range Officers. Special
thanks to Owen Geekie for his hospitality and allowing them
to use his range. Special thanks to Jason Israel for conducting
the Assessment and Colin and Benjamin Perumal for their
assistance.
Alfred County Branch:
A total of 16 youngsters attended a Junior Hunters Course at
Mooidraai during
March 2019.
Training Summary as at 29 October 2019:
Members with Dedicated status			
Members with Proficiency status			
Members with Professional status			
Members with Dedicated Sport Shoot status		
Members with Handgun Sport Shoot status 		

951
1110
30
123
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NOMINATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FOR THE ENSUING YEAR 2019/2020
The following members are available and have accepted nomination:
Bruce Ambrose, Mark Drummond, Willem De Valence, Geoff Muller, Ahmed Haffejee, Mithesh Maharaj, Conrad Klipp.
Note: All Branch Chairmen are members of EXCO as well as the Executive Officer.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO REPORT
BY WILLEM DE VALENCE

Youth Development – Willem De
Valence
Our goal in the Association remains
to train and involve juniors in all our
activities to ensure better ethical hunters
for tomorrow. The Association continues
to attract juniors to join the Association;
to share our love for hunting and for our
beautiful country. A major reduction in
joining fees for juniors makes it possible
for juniors to join and this has allowed
for a steady growth of junior members.
Phongola Dads and Lads/Lasses
It is with regret that this event was again
not possible in 2019 as for the last few
years due to the drought suffered at
the Phongola Game Reserve Controlled
Hunting Area. This area did receive
some rain and we are looking forward
to making use of this opportunity
afforded to us once again as soon as
circumstances allow. Dads and Lads/
Lasses from all branches may apply to
participate in this initiative.
Pongola Game Reserve Junior Hunt
Sadly we only had two juniors participate

in the April 2019 junior hunt. Dyllan
Beukes from Zululand and JJ De Valence
from the Durban Branch participated in
this hunt and both hunters wanted to
hunt with a crossbow. Dyllan managed
to hunt a Zebra stallion from a hide and
JJ a Kudu cow on walk and stalk fashion.
Willem De Valence managed to take
some more juniors out to hunt at
Pongola Game Reserve during the July
2019 school holiday. This event was
open to all of our junior members across
the various branches. The attendance
was better at this event and the
following juniors attended:
• Reece Meiring (Durban Branch)
• JJ De Valence (Durban Branch)
• Sijmen van der Merwe JNR (Zululand
Branch)
• Josh Bloemink (Midlands Branch)
Game hunted by the juniors included
warthog, impala and blue wildebeest.
This event remains a highlight on our
calendar and we are looking forward
to the next events in 2020. It would
be remiss of me not to thank Karel
Landman from Pongola Game Ranch for
his generous opportunity to this branch.

Please read the full story in the Nyala
News Magazine with some pictures
taken during these events.
Wildland ‘DOPPIE Vir Jeug’ Junior Hunt
The Wildland ‘DOPPIE Vir Jeug’ project is
the Wildlands hunting magazine’s youth
development project led by Jan de Man.
This project is aimed at underprivileged
juniors, who never and will most
probably never hunt. We support
this project by availing some hunting
opportunities from our landowners for
some of these underprivileged juniors.
Jan de Man was already fully booked
during 2019 and we did not support this
event as in 2018. We are engaged with
all stakeholders here and look forward to
being part of this project in 2020 again.
We must continue to look for hunting
opportunities and support from our land
owners and urge land owners to contact
me or any other committee members
should they be interested in this or other
junior hunting projects.

UPPER TUGELA ANNUAL REPORT
BY OWEN GEEKIE

It has been a fairly quiet year as far as
Upper Tugela activities are concerned.
We seem to have got into a rhythm with
the shoots we host and have our regular
dates and venues sorted. The attendance
of members at a lot of the activities is
still fairly low though and I encourage
those who don’t regularly shoot at our
shoots to try to make an effort to attend.
You won’t be disappointed. One thing
that is very noticeable is that there are
usually more non members (not only
branch but Association) than members
at these shoots.
Our year began with a very successful
Ding Dong shoot in November with
plenty of sponsored prizes including
a rifle from Wildman PMB. The shoot
was well attended with 30, three man
teams entering. Dewet Jacobs did an
awesome job setting up the ranges at
a really fantastic venue, which has set
the benchmark for these type of shoots
across the country. We even received
a message on social media from one
of SA’s top marksmen congratulating
us. “Die mooi manier waarop die baan
voorberei en uitgestel is, is ongeken.
Dewet well-done.” Our thanks must
go to our sponsors, Wildman PMB,
Safari and Outdoor, Toyota Dundee,
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Mica, Canvas and Tent, de Franca Spar,
Hinterland, Afrivet, Coenrad Steyn,
Hunters Lodge and Penny Williams for
all the prizes that we could hand out on
the day.
The next shoot on the calendar was
the Swarovski Two Man Challenge. This
shoot was hosted by Ralf Dedekind and
Regie Gerber under the auspices of KZN
Hunters Upper Tugela. It has become
a very popular shoot with magnificent
prizes up for grabs. The shoot is held at
“Platrand lodge” near Ladysmith. Thank
you to Whylo distributers for allowing us
to have this shoot under our banner, and
to Regie and Ralf for all your
hard work.
We had a very late start to our rainy
season this year. From drought
conditions to almost flood in a matter of
weeks. Being a farming area and most
of our members being either farmers
or directly involved in agriculture, we
are very grateful for the season turning
out how it did despite the rains being
so late. A down side to lots of rain is it’s
very difficult to plan and host shoots.
The Night Gong shoot was a victim of
these circumstances. Having had so
much rain the week leading up to the

shoot, and the forecast for rain over
the day the shoot had been scheduled,
a decision was taken to cancel it with
the intention of holding a day/night
shoot later when the rainy conditions
abated. Unfortunately it was the wrong
decision, as the weather man was way
off with his prediction, and it ended
up being a beautiful day and evening.
Although setting ranges in the very
muddy conditions at the time, was also
part of the decision to call the shoot
off. Unfortunately the season changed
quicker than we could set an appropriate
date and the evenings became too long
and cold as winter drew nearer, so the
2019 Night Shoot was never held.
Rob Fortmann and Kobus Botha did us
proud, yet again with the Ka-Ching shoot
they set up in Winterton again this year.
Usually a smallish shoot participants
wise, it is never the less a fantastic
shoot. There are no fancy prizes to
woo the crowds, but winning some of
your entry fee back is always a bonus,
especially for the youngsters. The shoot
was held in the same place as last year
and proved challenging this time with
some difficult shooting positions. It was
well supported and relaxing under the
beautiful nKhamba trees after the shoot,

enjoying good protein and a beverage or
two, is one of the reasons we
participate. Thanks Rob and Kobus.
It has been a while since we held
a CHASA shoot, so we ran one in
September at the Estcourt Shooting
Range. Hosted by the Estcourt Hunting
Rifle Club. They have their annual
Hogdown shoot this time of year so we
thought combining the two would be an
opportunity to attract more participants.
We held our 24th Fin Fur Feather
Clay Target shoot this year and the

10th under the Upper Tugela banner.
Numbers continue to be disappointing
but at least 18 this year was better than
the 10 who arrived last year. Still way
down from the 46 in 2010. The Shoot
seems to have found a permanent venue
now at the Stewart Park Bush Camp.
Easy access, good facilities and this year
even the rugby to watch (disappointing
to say the least). The shooting was
fun though and as always a very good
evening was had by all around the
campfire afterwards.

many ways. We gained a few members
but unfortunately lost a lot as well. From
93 members last year we are down
to 85 now. Ironically, our shoots are
becoming more and more popular but
our membership is dying slowly. Without
members we won’t be hosting any
shoots. As usual, it is a select few who
do all the work for many to benefit. And
on that note I would like to thank my
committee for putting themselves out to
enable others to enjoy the benefits the
Association provides.

It was a quiet year, but successful in

MIDLANDS BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY MITESH MAHARAJ

Pietermaritzburg - Mithesh Maharaj and
Gavin Longmore
Waterholes
13 September 2018 – Wade Whitehead
of FreeMe KZN Wildlife Rehabilitation
Centre in Howick gave a talk about
their activities. This centre rescues,
rehabilitates and cares for wildlife with
the aim of releasing animals/birds back
into their natural habitats.
13 October – was the Midlands Branch
AGM and Horn/Tusk Measuring
Competition at the Underwater Club in
Pietermaritzburg from 9am onwards and
although there were not as many entries
as there had been in the past, some of
them were really impressive.
7 November – This Waterhole was moved
to a Wednesday to accommodate a lady
from FreeMe who was coming to speak
about Vultures in Crisis but unfortunately
the talk had to be cancelled because the
lady in question came down with the flu.
Fortunately, Midlands is blessed to have
Louis Swart in our midst, and at the drop
of a hat he brought samples and gave a
very interesting talk about reloading.
13 December – the year ended off with
a venison potjie evening and a chit chat
around the fire.
10 January 2019 – was the date for the
DCAC and TRACKBOX talk led by Neville
van Lelyveld (one of our own stalwarts)
and Brian Jones of SACAN/Trackbox. This
was an informative talk.
14 February 2019 – the topic was Bond
Beyond which takes a dad and a child
out of their normal environment, away
from daily distractions, schedules, media
pollution etc and puts them together with
nature to encourage observation skills,
survival skills etc and bonding between
father and child
14 March – This was an auction of
hunting goods. People either donated
items or took commission from the items
that were sold. From a financial point of
view this was lucrative for Midlands.

11 April – Tim Peel and his CoolBot
refridgeration system was invited to the
April Waterhole in Pietermaritzburg and
he demonstrated the use thereof to the
hunters.
9 May – was a social event at the
Pietermaritzburg Waterhole. A raffle had
been run for a Blesbuck hunt at a farm
on the Loteni road, kindly sponsored by
one of our own KZNHS&C members, with
Martin Erasmus being the PH who would
take the winner out. This was the specific
instruction by the farmer. The raffle was
won by Mithesh Maharaj our Midlands
Chairman, and his overjoyed remark was
that it was the first time that he had ever
won anything. Mithesh went on his hunt
at the Loteni farm on 30 June 2019 .
13 June – Waterhole was a Bring and
Braai and on 11 July we had Arthur Colby
telling everyone on how to prepare for a
hunt. As per usual there was a meal and
Wildman Outfitters brought 3 platters of
spectacular snacks! A big thank you to
Stephen and Sarah!!
In July 2019 Midlands Branch also became
a Corporate Custodian of FreeMe for 2
years by giving a donation which was
made possible by the fund raising events
that the committee has been involved
in. This is our certificate and it is all part
of Midlands becoming more active in
Conservation.
9 August – was a Bring and Braai because
it was a Public Holiday and many
members were away hunting.
Ixopo - Mark Robinson
After our winter hibernation for the
hunting season, we had our Waterhole
on the 12th of September 2018. We had
a jam-packed Waterhole with a pigeon
shoot in Highflats in the afternoon and
then proceeded to the Highflats sale
yard where we had had a carcass gutting
and dissecting session with wors rolls
for supper which was organized by our
Ixopo members. We had 31 people who
attended.

Our next Waterhole was on the 16th
January 2019 at Karongo Guest House.
This waterhole was combined with our
annual trophy competition for trophies
hunted in 2018. We had 21 people
attend the evening with a total of 25
trophies entered. The best senior trophy
went to Craig Macfarlane with a 29 3/8”
fallow deer. The best junior trophy
went to Chase Robinson with a 7 1/8“
bush pig.
For our 13th February Waterhole we just
had a low key gathering at Karongo Guest
House with 9 people attending.
Our next Waterhole held on the 13 of
March was held at Karongo Guest House.
Our Midlands chairman – Mithesh
Mahoraj and a few of his committee
members attended our evening in Ixopo.
We had a pleasant evening with a total
of 21 people attending. We would once
again like to thank them for travelling out
all the way to Ixopo and we would like to
invite them back in the new year.
Our next Waterhole will be later in this
year after the hunting season. We look
forward to hearing all the stories which
go with the trophies.
Richmond - Robin English
The Richmond Branch had 5 Waterholes
from 1 September 2018 to 31 August
2019.
Waterholes consist of meeting at the
Lazy Pig just outside Richmond sharing a
few hunting stories, drinking a few beers
and enjoying wors rolls.
04/09/2018 - 10 members attended
16/10/2018 - 10 members attended
12/02/2019 - 15 members attended
09/04/2019 - 9 members attended
21/05/2019 - 13 members attended.
Dalton - Conrad Klipp
15th September 2018 - shoot was
attended by 14 members. In the morning
we shot a CF CHASA shoot at the Klipp’s
dam followed by a shotgun field shoot at
the club.
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20th October 2018 – 9 members
attended. Shotgun field shoot plus
22LR Quarry gongs from 35m – 101m.
6 members completed their TYRO
qualification under the supervision of
Jock Stride and Deon Schroder.

participants. The Schulz Family set up
a wonderful meal after the shoot. The
Waidmannsheil on the day attended the
Blaser Shoot in Verkykerskop. Placed 15
/ 25 we are still learning and did better
than last year.

17th November 2018 – Mascor
Christmas Shoot. Good turn-out of 16
members and family. Shotgun field shoot
plus quarry gongs.

16th March 2019 – Kings Cup. 13 teams
(52 shooters) participated. The shoot
is gaining in exposure and we hope to
have more teams next year. Planned
to become one of the 22LR CHASA
qualification shoots in the future.

15th December 2018 – Shotgun shoot
terminated due to lightening. 11
members shot a 22LR exercise which
was a Sierra paper target which proved
challenging.
29th December 2018 – CF CHASA shoot
at Klipp’s dam. 11 members attended.
Conditions challenging with a NE wind
and the terrain channelling the wind in
opposite directions.
19th January 2019 – 15 members
attended. Field shoot shotgun. 3 new
auto machines purchased. Members are
enjoying the diversified set-up possible.
Planned to shoot a 22LR CHASA shoot but
changed to a gong shoot due to
wet weather.
16th February 2019 – Schulz Attorneys
Shoot. Held at their scenic dam. 20

27th April 2019 – DRGC AGM and fines
braai. 25 members participated mainly
due to free grub.
18th May 2019 – Klipp Bros Shoot. 10
teams plus 1 individual (21 persons)
centre fire gong range from 161 – 416m.
Great fun and camaraderie. We have
secured Dezzi Equipment’s sponsorship
for next year.
22nd June 2019 – Mascor sponsored
shoot. 25 participants . Excellent catering
by our sponsors.
20th July 2019 – Carl Everill shoot – 22
attending.
24th August 2019 – Cronje’s Engineering
sponsored the eats and drinks after the

shoot. 22 members attended.
DRGC has 54 paid up members. Most
are members of KZN Hunters. When
opportuned we encourage members
to join KZN Hunters. We are being
innovative in setting interesting
challenges for our members. Shoot a lot
of 22LR gongs, this adds to proficiency
when hunting and is relatively cost
effective.
Conclusion
What a year it has been!! In many ways
the Midlands Branch has broken all
records and pulled out all the stops and
is going from strength to strength thanks
to all its dedicated members and efficient
committees in all the sub-branches
of Midlands. Well done and thank
you everyone.
We also thank Head Office for the
support they have given us this year.
Hopefully everyone will take this in
their stride, but we need to single out
one person who has gone all out to
accommodate Midlands with information
and lists and books for the course… and
that is Hannelie. Thank you for always
being there for the Midlands Branch at
the drop of a hat.

ZULULAND BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY HENNIE BRITS

It has been a privilege for me to serve
on the Zululand Branch Committee as
Chairman for 2019 and it gives me great
pleasure to provide you with my report
for the year.
Despite our healthy membership, we
fail to see an increasing attendance
at branch activities including monthly
shoots, waterholes etc. This is not a
unique challenge to our branch but
throughout associations in KwaZuluNatal and other hunting associations in
South Africa.
The committee remains committed to
serve our members at all times. Taking
into account, that each of the committee
members has voluntary offered their
personal valuable time and effort,
expecting nothing in return. To all of the
committee members that continue to
add value to our branch, thank you very
much for your unselfish and continuous
support to this branch.
I would also like to take this opportunity
to thank all of our members who have
continued to support our various
branch activities throughout the year.
A big thank you goes to each of these
members! Let’s continue to make use of
all of the opportunities afforded to us
to make our Branch bigger, better and
stronger for all members to enjoy.
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Membership
Our membership had a slight downward
trend this year. After the annual
cancellations this year, our membership
at the end of September 2019 now
stands at 316 members. However, we
had 33 new members joining Zululand
since the beginning of the year. Thanks
to all those members who chose
KZN Hunters Zululand Branch to be
their choice of hunting and shooting
association.
Finance / Treasure – Rynette
Wolmarans
Our Branch financials were reviewed
with the Association auditors as part
of our annual audit and all affairs were
confirmed to be in order. Our financials
are shared with the Association Financial
Committee and will be presented to
all association members at the
Association AGM.
Thanks to Rynette who has very capably
handled the finances and ensured that
our Zululand Branch finances were
sound and compliant throughout the
year. Rynette continues to present
the details of all transactions at each
meeting during the year for the entire
committee to peruse our financial state
of affairs.
Our Branch finances are still at a low,

mainly due to limited funds raised
from our Branch side this year. On a
positive side, we benefit from a small
income from EXCO for the initiative of
the entrance fees for 10 new members
proposed at Branch level. A reminder for
Branches to earn 50% of the value of the
advertising rate for new adverts in the
Nyala News magazine, sourced at Branch
level, on receipt of payment from the
advertiser. We encourage all members to
support this as any funds to our Branch
are much appreciated.
Hunting, DCAC, Records – Adriaan
Vorster
The Branch and Association continued
to inform our members of hunting
opportunities across the province.
The need for Proficiency grading
and Dedicated Hunter’s Status were
emphasised throughout the year to
all of our members. Our Branch also
continued to afford our members the
opportunity to meet these needs and
requirements by offering the same
throughout the year. Proficiency
grading and Dedicated Hunter Status
are requirements should our members
wish to make use of association hunting
opportunities and DCAC activities.
Shoots, Shooting, Range – Wollie
Wolmarans
Zululand continued to use the Duku-

Duku Shooting Range in Mtubatuba
and had a Branch shoot most months
throughout the year.
The facilities at the shooting range are
still maintained by the Branch and are
in a fair condition. A big thanks to 121
Battalion who granted us access to use
the shooting range.
Sadly, the support from our members
at the shoots has been on the low side
throughout the year. We have had
between two and fifteen members
making use of this opportunity on a
monthly basis. This serves as a reminder
of our monthly shoots every last
Saturday of the month at the DukuDuku range, starting at 08H00, unless
otherwise arranged or cancelled. If
any members have any proposal as
to increase the member participation
at our monthly shoots, please do not
hesitate to contact Wollie.
I would like to emphasise that it is still
a privilege for our members to have
access to a shooting range of this size
at no direct cost to our members. I look
forward to support from our members
to ensure our continued use of this
shooting range.
I would like to thank Wollie for his
continuous support and maintenance on
the shooting range.
Training – Hennie Brits
Our goal in the Association remains
to train and involve juniors in all our
activities to ensure better ethical hunters
for tomorrow.

This year, training for senior and junior
hunters kicked off at a very slow pace.
We experienced very low interest and
had to re-schedule these courses a few
times, as it is not economical to run
them for a limited number of candidates.
We will endeavour to have these course
available to all interested in future.
On the positive side, we still support
the “Doppie for Youth” program where
Wildlands offers the opportunity to
under privilege kids to hunt.
We continue to look for hunting
opportunities and support from our
landowners and urge landowners to
contact your committee members
should they be interested in this or other
junior hunting projects.
Willem De Valence, from our Durban
Branch, continues with youth
development and can be contacted
directly if you want the kids to
participate in these initiatives and
hunting opportunities.
Fundraising, events, PRO and
Waterholes – Adriaan Vorster
We continue to support initiatives and
will pursue with initiatives and raffles to
increase the branch funds. We ask our
members to contact your committee
with any ideas and initiatives.
A big thanks to the IPA for giving us
the opportunity to make use of their
facilities for our monthly Waterholes.
Conclusion
It gives me great pleasure to report
that the Zululand Branch is healthy

and in a good state. I have all of our
committee members and our valued
members to thank and give credit to.
There is no doubt in my mind that this
Association and the Zululand Branch
belongs to our members and that their
active participation and continuous
support and input will determine its
state and future. All opportunities and
possibilities are there and presented to
us each day. We must all just collaborate
and work together to ensure that these
opportunities presented to us are
not missed.
To our committee, thank you to each
of you for the way in which you have
managed your portfolios and also the
way that you have supported other
members in their portfolios, to continue
to serve this branch. You have done us
all very proud to be in this Branch.
I wish to thank you and your families
for the hard work and dedication. I
also thank you for making yourselves
available for re-election as we still need
you and that we will also have some
new members joining our committee.
To the committee for 2019/2020; my
best wishes and every success for an
awesome 2020!
A special word of thanks to Wollie, our
Vice Chairman, who supported me
throughout the year.
Yours in Hunting, Shooting &
Conservation.

NEWCASTLE BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY GEOFF MÜLLER

to unforeseen circumstances. Therefore
it was not a very active year as planned.
Unfortunately, like all previous years, we
lost some and gained some members f
or the duration of 2019. Total members
at present are 109, a drop from last
year’s 124.
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES:
• Organised Branch Shoots:
The following organised Branch Shoots
took place:

MEETINGS & NYALA NIGHTS (Socials):
As always, quite a number of activities
and events were planned and scheduled
for 2019. But unfortunately some of the
shoots and meetings were cancelled
due to the Chairman and some of the
committee members not available, due

Pre-season Hunting Challenge combined
with Postal Shoot:
The Postal Shoot took place on the
9th of March 2019. The Pre-hunting
Challenge is to prepare for the annual
hunting season or to simply indulge in
the Postal Shoot consisting of target and
gong shoots, becoming a popular shoot
among shooters.
An on-going challenge towards
improving shooting abilities and the

primary objective was to create a shoot
that would include an element of field
practicality, basic shooting positions
from realistic distances while at the
same time making it fun and interesting.
The day was a great success and was
attended by some 26 members.
Unfortunately the TOP GUN was
cancelled this year due to double
bookings, but I am sure that with
constant perseverance from all
concerned we will get the Association’s
premier event to be a “full house” for
shooters in the not too distant future.
• Branch Two Monthly Shoots:
The Branch two monthly shoots are
still on-going to ensure we stay on par
with our shooting skills. These casual
shoots are well attended by members
particularly during the hunting season.
Congrats to one of our members,
Anthony Barraball, who did exceptionally
well by coming 3rd this season in the
National Rifle League in South Africa.
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The top 5 Elite competitors will be
eligible to go to the USA Championship
this December 2019 to shoot with the
best of the best. We are indeed proud
to have him as a member of our Branch
and Association!
TRAINING:
Two of our members completed the
Range Officer Course and another will be
scheduled for next year as there is a vast
interest between members. We continue
to urge our members to complete the
Proficiency graded course.
CONSERVATION:
Our members once again assisted with
the Oribi Count at the Chelmsford
Nature Reserve that took place on the
26th October 2019.
The Branch was also involved in
supporting the combating of illegal
hunting with dogs; to reduce the
negative effects of such activity on many
wildlife species including the Oribi.
Advice was given to various groups and
landowners in need.
Some of our members were, to some
extent, involved with Damage Causing
Animal Control (DCAC).
If ever there was a nature lover’s
paradise, it must surely be South Africa,
for few areas in the world can rival ours
in terms of beauty of the land and the
sheer variety and abundance of wild
animals, fish, birds, reptiles, insects a
nd plants.
And yet it is painfully evident to anyone
who spends time in nature or takes

an interest in wildlife, this paradise is
threatened by carelessness and lack of
interest. Areas that swarmed with life
are infertile wastelands, once sparkling
rivers are choked with industrial
effluents and a multitude of species of
fauna and flora that were common a few
decades ago have been wiped
out forever.
At the root of the abuse and destruction
of our natural inheritance is a lack
of respect for the network of life in
which we are a fundamental factor.
Unlike our ancient forefathers (who, of
necessity, lived so much closer to the
primal heartbeat of Mother Nature) the
city dweller exists, for the most part,
artificially insulated from the
natural world.
Both young and old and from all walks of
life should commit themselves, halting
the downward spiral into ecological
disaster and striving to regain the
delicate balance with nature that we
have so obviously lost.
KAMEELKOP GAME RESERVE:
The game count took place on the
weekend of the 23rd of February
2019 and a second one will take place
sometime in November 2019 to confirm
the counts of some game. It seems that
the Kameelkop Hunt Packages are a
great success and an exceptionally good
year with regards to hunting.
We strive to continuously apply game
farm management to ensure the
increase in some of the numbers of
animals, at the same time to safeguard
continuous sustainability as well as
good hunting.

Maintenance is still one of our main
objectives and we do our utmost to
keep the standard high. Hard work
and effort went into Kameelkop Game
Reserve during the year to assist with
maintenance and conservation.
The grass was very tall this year and this
was a very big concern due to runaway
fires and extremely difficult hunting.
Once again we had several runaway
fires but they were well managed and
brought under control.
In addition, we found that it was an
exceptionally good year for the game.
Plenty of calves and lambs were
observed in the reserve.
A word of thanks to all that helped with
managing Kameelkop. Our objectives
for next year will be to continue with
renovations, improvements and the
introduction of Blue Wildebeest.
GENERAL
Once again to all the dedicated people,
who are actively involved, one way or
another, to promote the interests of
the Branch and for the good attendance
during the year regarding those events
and activities that did take place, must
be thanked for their efforts.
I would like to thank all the EXCO
Members and Head Office Staff for
their support, participation and good
communication during the past year.
I would also like to take this opportunity
to wish you all the very best for 2020
and I trust that 2020 will be everything
that you wish for yourselves and your
loved ones.

ALFRED COUNTY BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY FRED SCHEEPERS

Introduction

Nyala Waterholes

Ladies and gentlemen, it gives me great
pleasure to present the Chairman’s
report for Alfred County branch for
2018/2019 year.

A Nyala Waterhole was held after
every shoot at Mooidraai Guesthouse.
All went well. Thanks to Mooidraai
Guest house for hosting our Waterholes
in Kokstad.

Membership
We presently have 222 members
compared to 239 at the same time last
year. We are still the 4th largest of the
9 branches.
Our committee met on 3 occasions
during the year and had an overall
attendance of 70%. I attended 1 EXCO
meeting during the year in Pinetown.

Clay Pigeon Shoot
We had 2 clay pigeon shoots this
year that were well attended.
Our shoot on the 28 September was
very well attended. We had 20 entrants
for the day.

Obituary

Everybody left with a prize. Thanks to
Khotso Sport and Ammunition for
their sponsorship of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd prizes.

Barry Lunderstedt
Pieter Kok
Craig Simms. Long battle with cancer.

Alfred County Golf Day in
Harding
We did not have a golf day this year.
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Rifle shoot
We had 3 rifle shoots this year that
were very well attended. Most of our
shoots were held at the Amanzimyama
Shooting Range in Kokstad.
Our CHASA shoot was organized by
Adriaan Roets and we had a good
turnout for the day. Loads of prizes
were sponsored and everybody left with
a prize. Then, just before the hunting
season started, we had a rifle sighting
day. Well attended. We will be hosting
another CHASA and gong shoot on the
23rd of November. Save the date.
Long range shooting
We attended the Matat club long range
gong shoot. The event was hosted on
Deal Miles farm. 5 of our members
attended. On the day the wind pumped
on the Cedarville flats and made it

very challenging. Shooting at gongs
at unknown distances made it very
interesting. Ranges varied from 400m
to 1000m.
Pistol shoot
We had a pistol shoot at Kromdraai farm
(Dave Louwrens). Our invitation went
out to members and farmers in the
area. We had 28 guns on the day, which
consisted of members, farmers
and guests.
The nice thing was that we had a
good number of female shooters. The
shoot went off brilliantly and will most
definitely become a fixture within Alfred
County. Thanks to all who assisted with
setting up of the course.

Senior Hunters Courses
Did not take place.
Junior Rangers Course
We hosted a Junior rangers’ course at
Mooidraai from 15 – 17 March. We
had 15 attendees, mixed boys and girls.
Between Cassie and Frits, they had their
hands full. They kept them well informed
and gave them enough time to relax and
re-charge. They had lectures for the best
part of the morning and field work in
the afternoon. They did rifle shoots and
had the opportunity to shoot a shotgun
at clays. The competitive side quickly
showed when they started hitting
the clays. On their off times they would
head for the river and hunt for crabs.

At night they were kept busy by braaiing
their own meat and treasure hunts.
Thanks to Cassie and Frits and we hope
to have another well attended Junior
rangers next year.
Conclusion
We have had a very successful year in
Alfred County.
This year we tried to have less events
during hunting season to give the guys
more time to hunt. The creation of the
Sub-Committee branch was a very good
move which has led to Alfred County, as
a branch, being much more active.
Aim small miss small!
Herewith I move my report for adoption.

VRYHEID BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY ANDRE SYMINGTON

Introduction
It gives me great pleasure to present
the Chairman’s Report for the period of
2018-2019.
Membership
At present our membership stands on
111 members.
Obituary
N/A
Nyala Waterholes
A Waterhole was held after each and
every shoot. It is well attended and
supported by the members.
Rifle Shoots
Each second Saturday of every month
is utilized as a shooting day at the
Vryheid Branch shooting range. This
year we had to cancel one event
due to the unavailability of the
shooting range.

The shooting days were not well attended
especially during the Hunting Season.
On 16 March 2018 the Vryheid Branch
held our annual Gong/Target Shoot day.
The day was a success. This event is the
main fundraiser for the Vryheid Branch.
AGM and on to 2020 Will be held on 16
November 2019.

a negative impact on the attendance of
our monthly shooting activities.
On the other hand we had a successful
shoot in March 2019 that was well
attended and had lots of prizes on offer.
The two hunting opportunities that
were auctioned assisted us to meet our
financial obligations.

Conclusion

Hopefully we can obtain more sponsors
to have prizes on a monthly basis to
attract more shooters.

The SA Hunters, and that includes the
KZN Hunters at Vryheid, are facing
several challenges. There is political
insecurity, financial insecurity, the
shortage of ammunition and reloading
equipment and so the list can go on and
on. These challenges took its toll on the
membership of the Vryheid Branch of
KZN Hunters.
There is also an increase in activities
for people to shoot their firearms and
new competitions have emerged on a
monthly basis. With the rising costs of
hunting, reloading and other available
opportunities to use their firearms, it has

On behalf of the Vryheid branch I want
to thank the KZN Hunters office staff and
EXCO for their dedication to our cause.
Keep up the good work.
I thank the committee of the Vryheid
Branch. You have assisted for the past
two years. Your support and willingness
to help is appreciated.
Hunting and sport shooting is expanding
with great strides. May the Vryheid
Branch of KZN Hunters follow on the
same path.

DURBAN BRANCH ANNUAL REPORT
BY WILLEM DE VALENCE

It has been a real privilege for me to
serve on the Durban Branch Committee
as Chairman during 2019 and it gives me
great pleasure to provide you with my
Branch report for the year.
It is important to report that Durban
Branch did not have a Branch Committee
over the recent years. I was Chairman
of the Zululand Committee over the
recent years and up until December
2016 when my family and I relocated to
the Durban area. In January 2019, the
current serving committee members

and I were approached to serve on the
Durban Branch Committee to have the
Durban Branch ‘fire on all cylinders’
again. The committee got together early
in the year with Chris Jennings and
Bruce Ambrose to set some portfolios,
key strategy and some objectives. I have
to commend and thank each of the
current committee members for their
efforts and commitment throughout the
year. This committee was instrumental
in making 2019 a success in realising
great activities for our members during
the year. We had monthly Waterholes,

shoots, training and junior hunts on offer
for our members. To all of the committee
members that continued to add value
to our Branch, thank you very much for
your unselfish and continuous support
to this Branch, which has enabled us
to make a difference in the hunting,
shooting and conservation fraternity in
the Durban area.
As reported in this report, our
membership did not grow over the
last year. We see exactly the same
decreasing attendance at Branch
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activities including our monthly
Waterholes, shoots, training and other
activities. This is not a unique challenge
to our Branch but throughout the
hunting and other Associations in South
Africa. The main contributing reasons
for this in our Branch are members
emigrating, moving from KZN and some
leaving as they are not in a position to
afford Association fees anymore. Despite
the low attendance at Branch activities,
my committee remained committed
to serve our members in various areas.
Taking into account that each of the
committee members has voluntarily
offered their personal, valuable time and
effort expecting nothing in return.
I would also like to take this opportunity
to thank all of our members whom have
continued to support our various Branch
activities throughout the year. A big thank
you goes to each of these members!
Let’s continue to make use of all of the
opportunities afforded to us to make our
Branch bigger, better and stronger for all
of our members to enjoy.
Our membership at September 2018
was reported at 924 members. After
the annual cancellations our current
membership is at 861 members.
We unfortunately lost 63 members
throughout the year.
Our Branch finances are on the low side
mainly due to limited funds raised from
our Branch this year. With the decline
in members attending our monthly
Waterholes and other activities, limited
fundraising from raffles and other
activities, it becomes challenging to give
value back to our members. We were in
the fortunate position to keep the braai
fires going at the monthly Waterholes
and to provide our monthly shooters
with targets at no additional cost to our
members. We endeavour to focus on
fundraising going forward and count on
your support in this regard.
We will focus on two EXCO initiatives
going forward. Branches will earn 50%
of the entrance fees for new members
proposed at Branch level, once the
membership is approved and active.
Branches will also earn 50% of the value
of the advertising rate for new adverts
in the Nyala News Magazine which are
sourced at Branch level. I encourage all
our members to support these initiatives
to drive our Branch’s economic engine.
Sadly the support from our members
at the available shooting ranges have
been on the low side throughout the
year. We have had between one and
twelve members making use of this
opportunity on a monthly basis. This
serves as a reminder of our monthly
shoots taking place as per the Shooting
Whats App Group. If there is no need
for shooting on our Branch then we will
need to regrettably stop our Branch
shooting activities. If any members have
any proposal as to increase the member
participation at our monthly shoots,
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please do not hesitate to contact the
committee. I would like to emphasise that
it is still a privilege for our members to
have access to shooting ranges of this size
at no direct cost to our members. I look
forward to support from our members
to ensure our continued use of the
shooting ranges.

Unfortunately not a good active year
for shooting due to interferences by the
weather, Rugby World Cup and hunting.
Somehow my attendance record shows
a maximum total of only 12 members
attending. This is probably due to
various other commitments and other
competing ranges becoming available.

Finance / Treasure – Ahmed Haffajee
A review of our Financial Position as at 31
August 2019:
The Durban Branch generated revenue of
R7,485 from Waterhole activities and the
disposal of assets. Operating expenses
attributable to waterhole events and
range shooting days amounted to R5,863.
A net surplus of R1,622 is reported for the
current financial year.

Broadway Shooting Range – Ron Daniel
We have an agreement with Broadway
Shooting Club that allows our members
to make use of this shooting range.
Numerous members visit this range
for sighting in of firearms, the testing
of home reloads and shooting practice
etc. This range is conveniently situated
less than four kilometres from the N3
as it crosses the Umgeni River. As there
is permanent staff on the range, it is
relatively safe to go there on your own.
A call to the KZN Hunters office is all that
is required to book a two hour time slot.
We are very fortunate to have access to
this range almost on our doorstep.

The balance sheet reflects cash on hand
of R5,716 consisting of cash at the bank
and petty cash. An amount of R6,771 is
owing to the Association at year end,
resulting in negative equity of R1,055. The
newly elected Durban Branch Committee
inherited an operating deficit of R2,677
and has reduced this to its current level in
a space of only four months.
Our financials are shared with the
Association Financial Committee and are
presented to all Branch members at our
Branch AGM.
Hunting, DCAC, Records
The Branch and Association continued
to inform our members of hunting
opportunties across the province.
The need for Proficiency grading and
Dedicated Hunter and/or Shooter status
was emphasized throughout the year to
all of our members. Our Branch also
continued to afford our members the
opportunity to meet these needs and
requirements by offering the same
throughout the year. Proficiency
grading and Dedicated Hunter status
are requirements should our members
wish to make use of Association hunting
opportunities and DCAC activities. Please
feel free to engage with me or any of the
other committee members if you have
a need for Proficiency grading and/or
Dedicated Hunter/Shooter status.
Shoots, Shooting, Range
Sentara Shooting Range – Neil Steyn
We had regular monthly Branch shoots
taking place at the Sentara Shooting
Range as follows:
• February 2019: Shoot rained out
• March 2019: Blue wildebeest shoot (5
members attending)
• April 2019: Combined Shoot due to
Easter (2 members attending)
• May 2019 Cancelled due to no interest
• June 2019: Cancelled due to no
interest (hunting season)
• July 2019: Cancelled due to no interest
(hunting season)
• August 2019: Impala shoot (7
members attending)
• September 2019: No attendance
• October 2019: Cancelled due to
no interest

Youth Development – Willem
De Valence
Our goal in the Association remains
to train and involve juniors in all our
activities to ensure better ethical
hunters for tomorrow. The Association
continuous to attract juniors to join the
Association, to share our love for hunting
and for our beautiful country. A major
reduction in joining fees for juniors
makes it possible for juniors to join and
this has allowed for a steady growth of
junior members.
Phongola Dads and Lads/Lasses
It is with regret that this event was again
not possible in 2019 as for the last few
years due to the drought suffered at
the Phongola Game Reserve Controlled
Hunting Area. This area did receive
some rain and we are looking forward to
making use of this opportunity
afforded to us once again as soon as
circumstances allow this. Dads and Lads/
Lasses from all Branches may apply to
participate in this initiative.
Pongola Game Reserve Junior Hunt
Sadly we only had two juniors
participating in the April 2019 junior
hunt. Dyllan Beukes from Zululand and
JJ De Valence from the Durban Branch
participated in this hunt and both hunters
wanted to hunt with a crossbow. Dyllan
managed to hunt a Zebra stallion from
a hide and JJ a Kudu cow on walk and
stalk fashion.
Willem De Valence managed to take
some more juniors out to hunt at Pongola
Game Reserve during the July 2019
school holiday. This event was open to all
of our junior members across the various
Branches. The attendance was better at
this event and the following
juniors attended:
• Reece Meiring (Durban Branch)
• JJ De Valence (Durban Branch)
• Sijmen van der Merwe JNR (Zululand
Branch)

• Josh Bloemink (Midlands Branch)
Game hunted by the juniors included
Warthog, Impala and Blue Wildebeest.
This event remains a highlight on our
calendar and we are looking forward
to the next events in 2020. It would
be remiss of me not to thank Karel
Landman from Pongola Game Ranch for
his generous opportunity to this Branch.
Please read the full story in the Nyala
News magazine with some pictures
taken during these events.

The committee continue to provides for
waterhole presentations with braai fires
provided. The Durban Branch AGM is on
25 October 2019 and a lamb on the spit
is provided at a reduced cost subsidised
by the Branch for members. A swap and
sell morning will be held on the morning
of 23 November 2019 at the Association
Offices for anyone wanting to part with
unwanted items. Fires will be lit for a
lunch time braai.

Wildland ‘DOPPIE Vir Jeug’ Junior Hunt
The Wildlands ‘DOPPIE Vir Jeug’ project
is the Wildlands Hunting Magazine’s
youth development project lead by
Jan de Man. This project is aimed at
underprivileged juniors who never
and will most probably never hunt.
We support this project by availing
some hunting opportunities from
our landowners for some of these
underprivileged juniors. Jan de Man was
already fully booked during 2019 and we
did not support this event as in 2018. We
are engaged with all stakeholders here
and look forward to being part of this
project in 2020 again. We must continue
to look for hunting opportunities and
support from our land owners and urge
land owners to contact me or any other
committee members should they
be interested in this or other junior
hunting projects.

At present we have a raffle for
fundraising and a Diamondback
binocular can be won. Make sure that
you have a ticket available to stand a
chance win this great prize.

Training – Mark Hawkins
This year all of our training kicked off at
a slow pace. We experienced very low
interest in training and had to reschedule most of the offered courses
a view times to accommodate our
members. Most of the courses ended up
cancelled due to very
little interest.
Courses again planned for 2020 are as
follows:
• Junior Hunters Course
• Senior Hunters Course / Proficiency
Training
• Reloading Course
• Range Officers Course
Fundraising, events, PRO and
Waterholes – Chris Cox
We had some great waterhole
presentations during the year as follows:
DATE
TOPIC /
2019
PRESENTATION
29/03/19 Lead Bullets by Bruce
Ambrose
03/05/19 Freddy Hirsch with spice
samples
24/05/19 Peregrine Bullets
28/06/19 Emergency Kits (Willem)
26/07/19 Recycling for Hunters by
Heidi Cox
25/10/19 Durban Branch AGM
23/11/19 Planned Hunting and
Outdoors Sale

Most Active Durban Branch Committee
Member 2019
The committee selected Neil Steyn to
be awarded this award. I would like to
quote Ron Daniel “When the Association
lost the use of the Umhlali shooting
range, most Durban members did not
have access to any range for practice
and load development. Our Association
came to an agreement with another
Association whereby we were given
a monthly timeslot on the Sentara
Shooting Range just past Stanger. The
use of the range was subject to the
Safety and Range rules of the other
Association. For quite a while no
action was taken to enable us to use
the range despite numerous members
still complaining they had nowhere
to shoot. Neil then decided, off his
own bat, to personally do something
about the situation. He finalised the
allocation of range dates with the other
Association and started organising
monthly shoots. As no accredited
range officer was available to meet the
range requirements, Neil once again
stepped up to the plate by doing the
requirements to qualify as a range
officer. Since then, Neil has organised a
shoot every month whenever possible.
He travels from Pinetown to Stanger
and back (a round trip of about 200
kilometers) for every shoot at his own
cost.” We thank Neil for his unselfish and
continuous support to this Branch which
has enabled us to continue to shoot
throughout the year.
Conclusion
It gives me great pleasure to report that
we have come a long way during the
year at the Durban Branch. The Branch is
in a better state than it was a year ago. I
have all of our committee members and
our valued members to thank and give
credit to. There is no doubt in my mind
that this Association and the Durban
Branch belong to our members and that
their active participation and continuous
support and input will determine its
state and future. All opportunities and

possibilities are there and are presented
to us each day. We must all just
collaborate and work together to ensure
that these opportunities presented to us
are not missed.
To our committee, again, thank you
stacks to each of you in which you have
managed your portfolios and also the
way that you have supported other
members in their portfolios, to continue
to serve this Branch. You have done us
all very proud to be in this Branch. I wish
to thank you and your families for the
hard work and dedication. I also thank
you for making yourselves available
for re-election as we still need you and
that we will also have some new young
members joining our committee. This
is my outcry to call for new committee
members. Durban Branch has 861
members as at today and surely, we can
have 10 likeminded committee members
looking after the needs of our Branch for
2020? To the committee for 2020, all of
my very best wishes and every success
for an awesome 2020!
A special word of thanks to Chris,
Hannelie and Rose from the Association
office, whom all supported me and our
Branch committee throughout the year
in various ways. Thank you stacks guys!
I would also like to thank Annetjie
and Roger Angelo from Harcourts for
allowing our members to park on their
premises and Wouter Els from Pro
Force for the security staff whom will be
looking after our vehicles tonight during
the AGM. Also, a warm thank you to
Spits Unlimited for tonight’s spitbraai
and to all office staff, members and
committee members whom all assisted
to prepare for this evening.
Yours in Hunting, Shooting &
Conservation.
Apologies received:
Mike White
Bruce Ambrose
Barbara Jellis
Alan Jellis
Glenn Bissett
Ken Brown
Dave Emond
Gregor Woods
Petrus Scholtz
Pat Acutt
Jonathan Acutt
Brett Edwards
Ivan Welsh
Rob Sinclair
Chris O’Flaherty
Giulio Forno
H E W Bosse
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SPORT SHOOTING REPORT
BY CONRAD KLIPP

4 man teams. Logged on the same basis as the King’s Cup.
These are currently run by Midlands Branch. Further we want
to co-ordinate an event in the south and one in the north
respectively.
I have created a KZN Hunters Sports Shooter WhatsApp group
and request interested persons to contact me on 0828245441
to be added. The group is not for entertainment, but for
coordination and information exchange. We also require a
coordinated shooting calendar. I request all Branches to submit
their calendars to the office so a provincial calendar can be
created. Further, should Branches be interested to host an
event and require assistance please contact me.
Future Trophies and Awards:
• The Top Gun Trophy, originally a Newcastle Branch event
has, with their agreement, been earmarked for award to
the highest ranked Association member in the CHASA CF
Baanskiet Event. A minimum of 2 shoots must be submitted
and the average score is taken. Should more shoots be
submitted the average of the 2 best scores is taken. This
Trophy was last awarded in 2013.

“WE SHOOT TO
BECOME ETHICAL
HUNTERS”
In recent years KZN Hunters and Sport Shooters have not
participated in national competitions on a regular basis. In the
past we had successful teams taking part. I was asked to join
EXCO during 2019 to assist as Sport Shooting co-ordinator.
Locally Branches and sub-Branches have been doing a lot of in
house shooting, that the rest of the association is not familiar
with.
CHASA offers a number of national competitions from
Standard Rifle, Big Bore , Handgun Action Shooting to Archery
exercises, the latter being the more exotic types when it comes
to shotgun and rifle hunters. The CHASA website has all the
variants and rules listed. You log in and go to sport shooting
activities for information of individual exercises. Request
assistance from the office if necessary.
It is our intention to resume our participation at the CHASA
events. Head Office assures me they have a small budget
to assist with travel costs. It is necessary to establish a KZN
ranking for team selection to national / provincial events. For
individual qualification you are required to attend and log 4
scores onto the CHASA website. Hannelie has been trained
and submits on your behalf. Two shoots have been earmarked
as a simple start of getting to the requirement, namely the
King’s Cup which is a 22LR 4 person Baanskiet team event,
were individual scores are logged. Further the Nyala Shoot,
which is intended to be a Baanskiet and Big Bore event of
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• The Nyati Challenge Trophy, a concept first devised by Koos
Barnard and Durban Branch, will in future be awarded to the
highest ranked Association member in the CHASA Big Bore
Event. A minimum of 2 shoots must be submitted and the
average score is taken. Should more shoots be submitted
the average of the 2 best scores is taken. It is not clear as to
when last there was a competition for this trophy, however
the buffalo has quietly grazed in the Association offices for
years.
• The Presidents .22LR Shooting Trophy, kindly donated by our
president Bruce Ambrose, is for award to the highest ranked
Association member in the CHASA .22LR Baanskiet Event.
A minimum of 2 shoots must be submitted and the average
score is taken. Should more shoots be submitted the
average of the 2 best scores is taken. This is a new Trophy
and our thanks to Bruce for donating it.
• Starting date for activation of the above mentioned
competitions is the 1st September 2019. The shooting year
will run from 1st September to 31st August.
• CHASA offers training for Range Officers. It is important
for each Branch to have sufficient trained Range Officers
to attend to shoots. Please contact the office with your
requirements for the Association to arrange a centrally
coordinated training couse.
For the period 01.09.18 to 31.08.19:
1. Number of DSS persons. (22)
2. Submitted CHASA members scores. (94)
To return to the title of the report. In discussion with a number
of experienced hunters, who have been participating for a
number of few years in this type of sport shooting, the general
comment is: “this has improved my hunting and shooting
confidence immensely!” Practice is an essential requirement, if
you want to be an ethical hunter. One can shoot gongs at long
range with lasered distance, measured wind speed, ballistic
apps and stationary inanimate targets, however in hunting the
principle should be “get closer and make a responsibly taken
clean killing shot”.

Stephen Palos
Mobile: +2782 905 7400
Email: ceo@chasa.co.za

5 December 2019
The President, Executive & Members
KZN Hunting, Shooting and Conservation Association
Dear Bruce
Congratulations and Expression of Appreciation on your 60th Annual General Meeting
Thank you for once again hosting me at your annual AGM on 16 November. I am certainly starting to feel so
very much at home amongst the friends I have met at this function over the past few years. But this letter
is expressly to congratulate you all on achieving the 60 year milestone, the Diamond Jubilee of your most
magnificent association. Of course, having the founding member and first president, AP Smith, present and
giving such an uplifting and entertaining address made it that much more special. I remember well meeting
him on the occasion of the 55th AGM, and I declair he has gotten younger and sprightlier since then!
The keynote address by your newest Patron, Dr George Hughes was simply fascinating. This covered a history
of such importance that it simply must be taken throughout the whole CHASA, and indeed wider hunting
family, for all to hear. The trophies entered to be honoured on the day reminded me too that hunting remains
the core focus of what we celebrate and defend, and there were truly some outstanding examples there.
Testimony to the success of the South African conservation model which has its roots so deeply embedded in
the province of Kwa-Zulu Natal, when a previous patron of your association, the late Dr Ian Player, along with
the likes of Dr Hughes were seeing the light and taking such creative chances which have so benefitted the
wildlife and the people of this land.
It was with a deep sense of comfort that I flew out that evening, after some very inspiring conversation over
lunch with some of your guests, past Presidents and prominent and long-serving members. The blend of
dynamic current leadership, wisdom of those who began it all, and enthusiasm of the youngsters present and
engaging assures me that both hunting itself as well as your grand old association, are secure quite likely for
at least another sixty good years.
With humble appreciation I congratulate you all,
Stephen Palos – CHASA CEO

60th Annual General Meeting
16 NOVEMBER 2019

Bruce Ambrose addressing the members and
guests

Greg Azzopardi, MC and auctioneer

Graham Morrison – Opening with a prayer

Ahmed Haffejee – Delivering the Financial
report

Dr George Hughes – Our Patron and guest
speaker

Stephen Palos – CHASA CEO

AP Austen-Smith – founder member and
our first President
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Our Patron, First President & Current President

Col. Pat Acutt and Stephen Palos in discussion

Ahmed Haffejee, Chris Cox and Conrad Klipp

Bill Daly, Mike White and AP Austen-Smith
in conversation

Special Guests and Members before the proceedings

Mark Drummond (standing) – EXCO member

Bruce Ambrose thanking Ahmed Haffejee : Chairman
of the Financial Committee

In the foreground – Dr George Hughes and June Ogram

Col. Pat Acutt chatting to Dr George Hughes and June Ogram
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Bruce Ambrose, Stephen Palos, Mike White, Dr George Hughes, Col. Pat Acutt, Adri Kitshoff-Botha,
Charlie Gibling, AP Austen-Smith, Bill Daly, Chris Jennings

Larissa De Valence, Willem De Valence, Chris Jennings, Dr George Hughes,
Conrad Klipp, Bruce Ambrose

20 year membership awards
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Attentive audience

Klaus Manock – 25 year membership award

Jan Human – 35 years membership award

Syd Langton – 35 years membership award

Graham Morrison – 40 year membership
award

Jock Stride – 40 year membership award

June Ogram and AP Austen-Smith with his
60 year membership award

Richard Alan winner of the Durban branch
lucky draw

Carmen Erasmus winner of the Proposers
Giepie Jansen van Rensburg – Winner
lucky draw
Photographic competition category : Wildlife

Scott Adie – Top Student Junior Hunters
Course

Klaus Manock – Overall winner of the photographic
competition

Oliver Field – Top Student Senior Hunters Course

Carmen received the Branch of the year
award on behalf of Mithesh Maharaj
Chairman of the Midlands Branch
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Neville van Lelyveld – Recipient of the JF King
Conservation Trophy

Conrad Klipp – Chairman Trophy
Measuring Committee

Willem De Valence recipient of the
Presidents Award

Mark Roe-Scott – Rob Mattison
Buffalo : 43 1/2”

Ryan Wichmann –
Ryan Wichmann –
W A Williamson Bushbuck : 16 1/4” Graham Morrison Eland : 34 3/8”
&
Ian Player Hunters Trophy

Louis Kellerman –
Mike White Kudu : 54 3/4”
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Chris Cox –
L A van Rooyen Mountain
Reedbuck : 7 3/8”

Larissa De Valence – Most active Junior award

Donald Roseveare –
E W Bure Impala : 25 1/4”

Ryan Wichmann – Charles
Humphries Duiker : 4 7/8”

Gareth Cole –
Coenraad Vermaak Blesbuck
: 18 1/4”

Gareth Cole –
Mark Robinson Caracal : 9 7/8”

Charles Roseveare –
Roy Stuart Black Wildebeest
Junior : 22 1/2”

Charles Roseveare –
Carel de Wet Springbuck : 12
1/2”

Charles Roseveare –
Vryheid Branch Red Hartebeest : 26
1/2”

Charles Roseveare –
Newcastle Branch Junior Red
Hartebeest : 26 1/2”

Charles Roseveare –
Rico de Marigny Gemsbuck : 35”

Charles Roseveare –
John Harris Handgun Hunting
Caracal : 8 7/8”

Andrew Smith – Midlands Branch
Klipspringer : 5 7/16”

Craig McFarlane –
Fallow Deer : 29 1/4”

Craig McFarlane – Exotic
– Fallow Deer : 29 1/4”

Charles Roseveare –
Zululand Branch – Blesbuck
Junior : 15”

Graham Morrison –
Izak Vorster Warthog : 13”

Charles Roseveare –
St Hubert Best Trophy on Display – Red
Hartebeest : 26 1/2”

Charles Roseveare –
Andrew Whysall Most Species entered by
a Junior : 5

Nicci Steyn –
Terry Griffin Diana – Springbuck
11 1/2”

Charles Roseveare – Tim Ivins Junior Hunter
Best Trophy on Display Red Hartebeest :
26 1/2”

Gareth Cole –
Marty White Best Runner Up Best Trophy
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Silverware

42

Photographic Competition

Various photos entered

Bruce Ambrose perusing the photo entries

Graham Morrison, photographic judge, with winning photo
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Tea Break

44

45

Trophy Registration

46

47

Members Registration

48

49

Adri Kitshoff-Botha and June Ogram

Chris Jennings and Mike Pereira

Charlie Gibling, our inspirational 93 year old walk and stalk hunter waiting for proceedings to begin
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Adri Kitshoff-Botha & Julio Forno

Hannelie Wagner, Larissa De Valence and Rose Haring – Office Ladies

51

52

53

AWARDS AND TROPHIES: 2019

AWARDS TO MEMBERS WITH LONG STANDING MEMBERSHIP AS AT
01 NOVEMBER 2019.

15 YEARS

3196

Nel

Frits

3317

Erasmus

Stegman

842

Momberg

Des

3193

Rautenbach

Naas

3325

Phipps

Clinton

749

Van Den Berg

Johannes Marthienus

3200

Smith

Ashley

3320

Ridge

Richard

366

Milne

Craig Stanton

3201

Smith

Clive

3326

Ferreira

Paul

920

Woodraj

Lutchman

3204

Botha

David

3327

Khanyile

Henry Sikhumbuzo

1149

Christie

Peter

3205

Jansen

Dirk Bouwer

3329

Swart

Albert

1291

Lemmer

Hermanus Richard

3206

Barnard

Ben

3328

Wilson

Damon

1510

Kalopdeo

Ashil Ramaswar

3208

Barnard

Bennie

3331

Swart

Gary

1811

Scrooby

Wayne

3210

Singh

Kashmir

3337

Khoza

Stebhiso

1919

Perumal

Colin

3216

Coetzer

Hennie

3343

Rosettenstein

Marc Ferdinand

2243

De Bruin

Hennie

3215

Keith

Derek Iain

3346

Talbot

Peter

2335

Thomson

Vicky

3220

Olivier

Sp

3359

Pienaar

Wim

2341

Dunn

Ian

3221

Rautenbach

Charles Peter

3354

Weehuizen

John

2342

Retief

Pierre

3226

Van Heerden

Bernardus Antonius

3372

Bosse

Roland

2350

Naidoo

Manivelu

3241

Kitney

Ron

3375

Elliott

Quentin George

2356

Claxton

Phil

3244

Stewart

Sean

3380

Conradie

Marius Cloete

2355

Kolia

Muhammed

3246

Murphy

Clive

3378

Greyling

Rex

2368

Glover

John

3248

Pretorius

Barend Mattheus

3386

Hawker

Philip

2593

Vermeulen

Peet

3252

Bentley

Bob

3387

Hawker

Rob

3144

Wilken

Joha

3250

Tedder

Terry

3382

Steady

Frank

3146

Smit

Jaque

3253

Gemmell

Rob

3392

Steenkamp

Helgaard Petrus

3147

Smit

Koos

3257

Hill

Lawrence

3384

Strydom

Stephanus le Roux

3153

Apostolides

Anthony Mark

3260

Le Roux

Gary

3389

Venter

Hercules Stephanus

3155

Crookes

Timothy

3268

Mackenzie

Cameron

3397

Broadbent

Gerald

3158

Wessels

Junior

3269

Schulz

Ralf

3402

De Necker

Pieter Jacques

3161

Talbot

David Arthur Buckingham

3270

Skead

Hamish

3398

Hattingh

Johannes Francois

3164

Damm

Gerhard Rudolf

3273

Weyers

Johannes Petrus

3407

Botha

Francois

3175

Booysen

Johan/joe

3278

Zaaiman

Thinus

3409

De Goede

Nick

3178

Dedekind

Karl Ralf

3282

Van Zyl

Gerhardus Cornelis

3408

Tarboton

Lloyd Richard

3180

Luwes

Phil

3291

Lane

Dylan

3420

Fike

Brendan

3179

Mattison

Mattie

3289

Pilkington

Onrei Neville

3422

Ross

Anna

3181

Ross

Andre

3293

Tubaro

Sandy

3428

Chatsingh

Ajaysingh

3182

De Bruyn

Frank

3296

McAvoy

Rory

3427

Mall

Zaahid Abdool Haque

3183

Moldenhauer

Greg

3310

Botha

Christo

3433

Walker

Michael Robert

3197

Davel

Hendrik Willem Jacobus

3306

Drummond

George Rupert

3432

Westgate

Gilbert

3191

Le Roux

Joos

3312

Penderis

Kevin

3436

Geekie

46en Brian David

3190

Mortassagne

Adam

3318

Beuken

Hubert

3435

Goschen

Kevin
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3442

Hillermann

Jens

2218

Atkinson

Wayne

1338

Manock

Klaus

3451

Hillermann

Rainer

2220

Duffy

Mike

1343

Tissiman

John

3454

Kruger

Christo

2222

Wilson

Lance Gerald

1354

Carroll

Bertram Paul Jacob

3455

Landman

Cornelius Willem

2461

Du Preez

Eugene

1365

Barnes

Roy

3462

De Swardt

Neville

2224

Buhr

Mark

1380

Du Toit

Patrick

3465

Kahan

Zahir

2226

Van Heerden

Bugs

1371

Tunmer

Harry

2232

Conradie

Dawid Petrus

1399

Morrison

Kieth

2238

Holmes

Kenneth John

1382

Brent

Roderick Farmer

2239

Nimmo

Vowden

1383

Glenny

Warren

2241

Von Hagen

Neil
1386

Haynes

John

2245

Lunderstedt

Barry

2249

Bowren

Brian

1404

Stawicki

Marek

2246

Dicks

Trevor

2261

de Winnaar

David

2264

Hugo

Gideon

3463
3461
3467

McLeod

Conrad Werner

Moosa

Rahim

Raubenheimer

Vivian

3466

Venter

Johan

3472

Chunilall

Vikesh

3477

Smith

Isao Okano

3482

Cloete

Dave

3486

Junge

Dieter

3487

Schulz

Leon

2267

Madgwick

3489

Fortmann

Walter

2276

3492

Geldart

Thomas Lionel

3497

Stock

3503
2107

15

Ashworth

John

519

Terblanche

Eugene

Timothy

213

Govender

Krishna

Beier

Wolfgang

142

Donnoli

Max

2277

Clewlow

Warren David

554

Visser

Jan Casper Lourens

Ilze

2282

Roodt

Frans

299

Lamusse

Louis

Venter

Andrew

2283

Aling

Mark Robert

41

Bethell

Donald Malcolm

Pope

Wade Every

2288

Adie

Angus Cameron

139

Dippenaar

Adriaan

2284

Cohen

Mike

205

Gillon

Gary John

2293

Elliott

Graham

752

Van Schalkwijk

Rex

2285

Nel

James

332

Macquet-Maurel

Marie Raymond Bertrand

2287

Russell

Malcolm

528

Thompson

Brian

2289

Van Staden

Adam Jacobus

753

Van Der Spuy

Casper Scmidt

2298

Stannard

Robert

379

Morris

Derek

2299

Merrick

Dave

20 YEARS
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Cole

Barry Bernard

601

De Wet

Danie

962

Le Roux

Gavin

1453

Bower

Gary

1532

30 YEARS

Egner

Jonathan Grey

1720

Cummings

Thomas Jan

1751

Hillermann

Ingbert Kurt

25 YEARS
1251

Mchunu

Tobias

1271

Koch

Frederick Antonie

1283

Gould

David Neil

1287

Lewis

Patrick

2382

Mitchell

Robert Bruce

1315

Shaw

Bruce

1324

Basel

Mark

1924

Ferguson

Grant

2187

Callaway

Jack

2190

Radtke

Wayne Karl

2193

Lusso

Eric

2201

Dhai

Ebrahim

2203

Walker

Mark Bruce

2204

Graham

Gary James

1325

Dicks

Darryl Aubrey

2205

Butlin

Laurie

1342

Webb

Daniel Jansen

2217

Marwick

Evan Bryce

1333

Dagnolo

Marco

35 YEARS
247

Human

Jan Hendrik

304

Langton

Syd

188

Foster-Greenwood Julian

40 YEARS
377

Morrison

Graham Francis Stafford

512

Stride

Philip Jonathan Handley

50 YEARS
110

Dahl

John

60 YEARS
758

Austen Smith

Ap
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TROPHY AWARD LIST 2019
TROPHY

NAME

AWARD

MEASUREMENT
in inches

% OF ALL AFRICA

Rob Mattison - Buffalo

Mark Roe-Scott

1st

43 1/2

67,97

Donald Roseveare

1st

25 1/4

81,45

Andrew Smith

2nd

24 1/8

77,82

Chase Robinson (Junior)

3rd

22 1/2

72,58

E W Bure
Impala Trophy

W A Williamson
Bushbuck

Charles Humphries
Duiker

V Kramer
Nyala

Coenraad M Vermaak
Blesbuck
L A van Rooyen
Mountain Reedbuck
P W van Rooyen
Common Reedbuck

Mike
White Kudu

Karl Heinz Arltrow
Black Wildebeest

Izak Vorster Warthog

Carl de Wet Springbuck

Malcolm McFarlane Bushpig

Graham Morrison Eland
Vryheid Branch Red Hartebeest
Fallow Deer

1st

16 1/4

74,29

2nd

16

73,14

Rob Acutt (Senior)

3rd

15 1/4

69,71

Ryan Wichmann

1st

4 7/8

68,42

Richard Allan (Senior)

2nd

3 7/8

54,39

Mark Robinson

3rd

3 1/4

45,61

Peter Klusener (Senior)

1st

29 5/8

85,87

Ryan Wichmann

2nd

26 3/4

77,54

Richard Allan (Senior)

3rd

25 3/4

74,64

Gareth Cole

1st

18 1/4

88,48

Ryno van Zyl

2nd

18

87,27

Robin English

3rd

16 3/8

79,39

Chris Cox

1st

7 3/8

73,75

Ryan Wichmann

2nd

6 3/8

63,75

Charlie Roseveare

1st

16 1/2

84,62

Ryan Wichmann

2nd

14 3/8

73,72

James Robinson (Junior)

2nd

14 3/8

73,72

Louis Kellermann

1st

54 3/4

74,11

Chase Robinson (Junior)

2nd

54 1/8

73,27

Haydn Cole

3rd

52 3/8

70,9

Justin Sykes

1st

26

84,21

Chris Jennings

2nd

24 3/8

78,95

Charlie Roseveare

3rd

24

77,73

Graham Morrison (Senior)

1st

13

54,17

Cameron Gladwin (Junior)

2nd

12
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Charles Roseveare (Junior)

1st

12 1/2

60,98

Thomas Klusener (Junior)

2nd

12 3/8

60,37

Quinn Klusener

3rd

12 1/8

59,15

Warren Walker

1st

7 3/4

68,89

Quinn Klusener

2nd

7 1/4

64,44

Gareth Cole

3rd

7

62,22

Ryan Wichmann

1st

34 3/8

72,37

Mark Robinson

2nd

31 7/8

67,11

Dave Steyn

3rd

28 5/8

60,26

Charles Roseveare (Junior)

1st

26 1/2

89,83 New Assn. Record

Craig MacFarlane

1st

29 1/4

90,7

Barry Cole

2nd

24 3/4

76,74

Matthew Klusener (Junior)

3rd

23 1/2

72,87

Rico de Marigny Gemsbuck

Charles Roseveare (Junior)

1st

35

70,71

Midlands Branch Klipspringer

Andrew Smith

1st

5 7/16

85,29 New Assn. Record

Barry Moores

1st

25 1/4

65,8

Dave Steyn

2nd

21 3/8

55,7

Gareth Cole

1st

9 7/8

84,04

Charles Roseveare

2nd

8 7/8

75,53

John Harris Handgun Hunting

Charles Roseveare

1st

8 7/8

75,85 Caracal

Exotic

Craig MacFarlane

1st

29 1/4

90,7 Fallow Deer

Richard Rodd Waterbuck

Mark Robinson Caracal Trophy
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Ryan Wichmann
Richard Allan (Senior)

JUNIORS
TROPHY

NAME

AWARD

MEASUREMENT
in inches

% OF ALL AFRICA

Zululand Branch Blesbuck

Charles Roseveare

1st

15

72,73

Klipp Brothers Common Reedbuck

James Robinson

1st

14 3/8

73,72

Roy Stuart Black Wildebeest

Charles Roseveare

1st

22 1/2

72,87

Midlands Branch Bush Pig

James Robinson

1st

6 1/8

54,44

Newcastle Branch Red Hartebeest

Charles Roseveare

1st

26 1/2

89,83 New Assn. Record

C W Roseveare Impala

Chase Robinson

1st

22 1/2

72,58

OVERALL
TROPHY

NAME

AWARD

MEASUREMENT
in inches

% OF ALL
AFRICA

Les Ogram Trophy for Runner up Junior
hunter
Tim Ivins Junior Hunter - Best Trophy
on Display
Andrew Whysall for Most Species Entered
by a Junior

James Robinson (Junior)

14 3/8

73,72

Common Reedbuck

Charles Roseveare (Junior)

26 1/2

89,83

Red Hartebeest New Assn. Record

Pat Ogram Memorial Member over 65

Peter Klusener

29 5/8

Terry Griffin Diana - Lady

Nicci Steyn (Junior)

Marty White - Runner up best trophy

Gareth Cole

Charles Roseveare

St Hubert - Best Trophy on Display

Charles Roseveare (Junior)

Ian Player - Hunter Trophy
Average of best 3 Trophies

Ryan Wichmann

Robin English

5 Trophies
85,87

Nyala

11 1/2

56,1

Springbuck

18 1/4

88,48

Blesbuck

89,83

Red Hartebeest New Assn. Record

26 1/2
1st

2nd

74,29

Bushbuck

73,72

Common Reedbuck

68,48

Blesbuck

65,71

Bushbuck

69,87

Common Reedbuck

79,39

Blesbuck

Superior service and sales of quality firearms and accessories.

Specialists in gunsmithing, refurbishing and building of custom rifles.
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CURRENT RECORD HOLDERS
SPECIES

RW

SA

YEAR

NAME

MEASUREMENT

BLESBOK

16 8/16

16 8/16

2001

B. BOTHA

19 8/16

BONTEBOK

14

14

1987

H OLIVIER

14 12/16

BUFFALO

42

40

1976

P DE VILLIERS

45

BUSHBUCK-South African

15

14 8/16

2007

D ROSEVEARE

20 1/8

BUSHBUCK-Chobe

14

12 12/16

1982

C COULTHARD

16 1/4

BUSHPIG

5 8/16

5 8/16

2008

C G CURTIS

9 7/8

CARACAL

7 8/16

2010

M LISTER

10 12/16

DEER-FALLOW

25 4/16

25 (SUM/2)

2006

G J ENGLISH (Jnr)

29 3/18

DUIKER-GREY

4 8/16

4 8/16

2005

F A SMITH

6

DUIKER-BLUE

1 12/16

1 12/16

2004

R ALLAN

2 1/16

DUIKER-RED

2 8/16

2 8/16

2008

A HENRY

4 1/4

ELAND-Cape

35

33

2008

A ENGLISH

40 3/4

ELEPHANT

80 LBS

50 LBS

1981

R. MILLICAN

72 LBS

GEMSBUCK

40

40

1997

X VAN HEERDEN

43

GRYSBOK-Cape

3

3

GRYSBOK-Sharpe's

1 6/16

1 8/16

1968

T G ENGLISH

2 4/16

HARTEBEEST-Lichtenstein

18 8/16

19 8/16

1983

AP MALHERBE

23 14/16

HARTEBEEST-Red

23

23

2019

C L ROSEVEARE (Jnr)

26 1/2

HIPPO

29 14/16

14

2015

G GRAHAM

25

IMPALA

23 10/16

23 8/16

2019

D G ROSEVEARE

25 1/4

KLIPSPRINGER

4 2/16

4 4/16

2019

A D SMITH

5 7/16

KUDU

53 14/16

53

2002

H J KLIPP
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LEOPARD

15 6/16

15

1989

G A SPARKS

9 12/16 length only

LION

24

23

1982

G A SPARKS

14 length only

NYALA

27

26

1990

C.T. VAN DER MERWE

32

ORIBI

5 14/16

5 8/16

2008

M DESAI

6 5/8

REEDBUCK-Common

14

14

1983

E ROHRS

18 7/16

1999

G MORRISON

18 7/16

No entry

REEDBUCK-Mtn

6 14/16

7 4/16

2010

G ENGLISH

9 1/2

RHEBUCK-Grey/Vaal

7 14/16

7 8/16

2007

S BOSSE

10 1/8

SPRINGBOK

14

13 8/16

2004

H KETOLA

16 12/16

STEENBOK

4 8/16

4 8/16

2008

H BUNGE

5 3/4

SUNI -Livingstone

3

3

2008

D ROSEVEARE

4 5/8

TSESSEBE

15

14 8/16

1984

CJ WILKINSON

15 2/16

WARTHOG

13

13 8/16

1976

M TWIGGS

17 2/16

WATERBUCK

28

28

2005

B LECK

34 5/8

WILDEBEEST-Black

22 14/16

25

2002

HJ KLIPP

31 12/16

WILDEBEEST-Blue

28 8/16

28

2007

B COLE

32 5/8

Note: This information has been reconstructed to the best of our knowledge. Should there be any errors or omissions please bring this
to our attention.		
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The magnificent Grand Teton National Park, USA

Cutthroats
A N D S A G E R AT S …
By Sabine Wintner

S

o, I went on a hunting trip
again…hunting with my camera
that is… providence allowed
me to travel to the U.S.A. again
and this time the target was
bears, esp. grizzlies. I was about to
hike in the Grand Teton National Park,
which is part of the 20-million-acre
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem of Idaho,
Montana and Wyoming. Having been to
Yellowstone Park National Park in 2010
in temperatures of -22˚C, having seen a
grizzly with a telescope about 3 km away
and a wolf pack even closer at 2 km, I
was determined to get a close “shot at”
any bear, grizzly or brown (both occur
in the Teton area). Due to an outfitter
having been killed by a grizzly 10 months
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prior in the exact same area I was going
to, I was a bit cautious and purchased
a PROPER bear spray. Folks do your
homework; a pepper spray IS NOT a bear
spray! Thanks to the internet, I became
an expert in bear behaviour, biology
and ecology, because, depending on
the species you encounter, the evasion/
defensive tactics are different. Lucky for
me, my good friend from Houston, Texas
decided to join me - with her handgun.
Her plan was: I go first and if the bear
spray won’t work, we had her handgun
as a back-up. When I asked her when
she last fired the thing, she conceded it
was three years ago, when I was last in
Houston. Well, we set off on a hike, and
did not even see one bear poop or track!

Bummer !! BUT, she was very keen to do
some fly-fishing on the famous Snake
River in that area, famous for its trout.
And I did not say no to the paid-for day
trip, but, coming from a rock & surf fishing
back-ground, I was a bit apprehensive…
All I knew about fly-fishing was: a. it
was a lot of arm work and b. you need
to wear glasses to prevent your eye
from accidentally being hooked. Our
guide’s name was Pickens and he went
through a considerable amount of
effort to get me a state fishing licence,
because their state internet system does
not cater for foreign passport numbers.
A part from that, even my Texan friend
battled to understand his “local slang”.
But, he was a VERY good guide, because

mend, where to cast, what fly/nymph
to put on where and when. As I said, he
was an excellent guide. I also learnt that
the correct displaying of your catch is
in the net and that you see much more
wildlife floating compared to wading!

Caption for a mounted grizzly in the famous Million Dollar
Cowboy Bar, Jacksonhole, Wyoming. Not knowing this option,
I was equipped with bear spray and a Texas friend instead.

I managed to catch 6 trout, 4 different
species, including a hybrid. Even better,
I out-fished my friend, who had some
experience in fly-fishing and even
brought her own rod. Anyone telling you
that there is no competition between
fly-fisherwomen; BS !
The fly-fishing dinghy we were on (can
recommend TRR outfitters in Driggs!)
was designed to perfection for this kind
of day trip… Beer holders, standing
assistance, guide in the middle with his
rowing seat and tackle underneath, with

two client seats, one in the front and
one in the back.
Pickens was brave enough to concede,
after the trip, that he was a bit
apprehensive, given the brief he was
given. He was not sure about one sharky
and one nuclear warhead lady insisted
on wading and not doing the lazy Yankee
way of drifting down the river on a boat…I
dunno how he did it, but we waded not
a cm, we had such fun floating in the
dinghy… So, I learnt a lot in a hurry: the
different fly-fishing casting methods, the

My first ever
fly-caught fish.
Learnt that
this was not
the manly
thing to show
your trophy.

Having had trout but no bear luck, I
continued driving to a very remote area
of south-east Oregon called Sage Rat
County (predominant vegetation and
animal is sage bush and ground squirrels
respectively). Figure 6 shows downtown
Plush (a quiet little, one-street, drinking
town with a cattle problem). This
building is the supermarket, library,
restaurant, gas (petrol) station, bar and
the social hub of the district -all in one.
I walked in, and there was a bunch of
weathered guys in jeans and cowboy
hats and boots discussing their cattle...
I thought I stepped into a movie scene.
Unfortunately, I couldn’t take a picture –
I would have looked like a tourist.
After that, I was prepared for whatever
was thrown at me, including no cell
phone and internet connection for a
week. After Plush, I stayed on an Alfalfa
farm in the middle of Oregon nowhere.
I got a run down on Alfalfa farming and
its challenges, including stories about
shooting 1000 rabbits when taking over
the farm years ago, to the still daily
trapping of gophers (moles) and other
challenges: “Ya kno ma’am, now’days,
we only get ab’t 250-300 of them vermin
(he means rabbits) ov’a weekend…”
“I’only shoot them coy’tes in pronghorn
calfin seson… The’can die of starvation
rest o’year, bastards…”
This is how you
display your
catch in a manly
manner... my
first cutthroat
trout !

Not sure who
was more
surprised, us
anglers or
this male
moose.
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Downtown Plush, Oregon

They were ready
for rabbit hunting,
but the sun was
not down yet.

Sign in a National
Migratory bird refuge.

I have seen a number of full mount
mountain lions displayed in the various
U.S. National Parks I have visited over
the years, but this farmer had the
biggest one I have ever seen - in his living
room. Never mind the bear skin, and the
numerous other mounts of the different
antilopes/deers of the U.S.A… And the
American porcupine and a badger and
the ducks and, and, and….
So, then came the second highlight of
my trip, the lady and landlord of the
farm invited me for dinner and some
rabbit shooting – in that order. We had
a pronghorn roast which she shot herself
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on the farm (they are allowed to take off 2
per annum on their land), and after that,
when it was dark, I jumped into her ATV.
I could not believe the amount of rabbits
we encountered on the farm land! She
shot 13 rabbits and missed maybe 4 or 5.
They are left on the land for the “other
wildlife”, apparently you can’t eat them,
as they have worms. I suspect that the
low number of expired rabbits was due
to the fact the dessert was waiting. We
proceeded to chat about the difference
in hunting between KZN and Oregon. For
example, their wing-shooting times (am
to pm) are strictly controlled depending
on the bird species! I also found out

that Oregon people shoot at ANYTHING,
including wading snipe birds… Not sure I
get that, I mean no meat and not really
a trophy bird (?), but it sure explains my
lack of decent bird photos in the national
parks… Just to illustrate, Figure 8 is a sign
in a National migratory bird refuge!!
Anyway, the farmer mentioned that he
was going bear hunting again in spring
next year, teaching upcoming hunting
kids as his way of giving back. I want to
come with…?? not exactly a kid anymore
according to the books, but hell… I have
started saving !
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capture,
transport,
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game
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Contact us for a
quote

Sean Bosse
www.helicon.co.za
082 909 3332
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THE MURPHY
BUFFALO HUNT
By Henning Klipp

S

uccess is not final; failure is
not fatal: it is the courage to
continue that counts!” Wise
words from Sir Winston Churchill
and I uttered them to Wayne, as we had
come 2nd for the umpteenth time after
following buffalo tracks for numerous
sweaty kilometres through the beautiful
bush of south western Mozambique.
Little did I know, I would have to keep
this motto close to heart.
The hunt was taking place in south
western Mozambique. The hunting
area, expertly run by a South African
hunting outfitter and PH, lies east
along the Zimbabwe border next to
the Gonarezhou National Park. The
park/border fence is long gone, only
the vertically imbedded rail tracks
mark its past presence and that of the
international border. The time frame for
the hunt was 15 to 24 October 2019.
Along on the hunt was my 23-year-old
godson Leon, from Germany, as he was
visiting at that time. I thought it a great
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opportunity, and took him along to
teach him about hunting big game and
life in general and it definitely didn’t
disappoint on both fronts.

a clapped-out camp gun haunted me,
but my DFO pulled out all stops and got
my export permit in time. I salute her
for that.

Preparation for the hunt was simple.
I decided to take my Blaser 416 rem
mag and loaded some Barnes 400gr
TSX bullets. A healthy charge of S335
gave me 2315 fps with no pressure
and a bit of air between bullet and
powder. Sporting a Schmidt & Bender
1.5-6x42 scope it is dead on at 50m,
100m and about 15cm low at 200m.
Shanana, ready to rock - not bad for
such a big beast. Import papers for
Mozambique were being handled by
Wayne and his team and there was no
drama there. I visited my friendly DFO
for temporary export permits and I
thought all was well until 14 days before
departure date. She informed me that
there was a discrepancy between the
Mozambique invitation and the entity
that owns the firearm, I would have to
reapply! Visions of doing my hunt with

Our road trip from Phalaborwa
through KNP to Pafuri border post was
uneventful but interesting. Elephants
were everywhere and they had
absolutely trashed the vegetation. For a
person like me – who has a reasonably
good knowledge of trees and plant
species – it’s like driving through a
virtual reality horror movie. The powers
in charge should, in my honest opinion,
be charged with gross negligence and
abandonment in the least, for allowing
our national treasure to be mercilessly
destroyed by the elephant! Crossing
into Mozambique was painless and the
weapon import thorough, but without
drama.
Once in Mozambique you are thrown
back in time. Crossing the Limpopo and
Nuanetsi rivers and following a two-

Zimbabwe on the left
Mozambique on the right.

“sweeeets!”. Although this is not a busy
tourist route, “sweeeets” is a word that
seems to be instinctively known by all of
Africa’s children.

Kruger Park bull, definetly
would have taken a bond
for him.

track sandy road through the bush, it
seems as if nothing has ever happened
here. Travelling through the dusty
villages, old buildings riddled with bullet

holes are witnesses of a violent past
and they silently stare at you whilst you
pass by. Simultaneously, barefooted
children come running, shouting,

After filling fuel at Chicualacuala, we
headed north along the Zimbabwe and
Mozambique border. Looking at all
the wireless vertically imbedded rail
tracks, I couldn’t help but wonder how
much of that fence ended up being
turned into snares. A terrible thought
but entirely realistic. Soon enough, we
arrived in camp and were shown to our
comfortable huts. A quick unpack and
off we went to verify the 416’s zero. On
our way to the range a warthog boar
with huge “Harley Davidson Handle
Bar” tusks, casually trotted away from
us. “He’s definitely on the menu,”
I thought. He must have read my
thoughts and did a Copperfield for the
rest of our time there.
“Coffee and light breakfast at 04h30.” I
had no problem waking up and getting
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dry bush. Sadly, the true Mahogany
giants have all been felled a long time
ago. Their stumps and top branch
structure litter the area with the trunks
being conspicuous in their absence.
Also, there are Cathedral Mopane, huge
Knob Thorn and Baobab trees. Beautiful
Nyala and Tamboti trees, with African
Teak thrown into the mix.

A large Baobab tree in the
hunting area.
ready as the excitement of hunting
buffalo the traditional way had bottled
up in me and I was ready to pop like
a high-pressure steam safety valve at
the sugar mill. As the day unfolded, I
got a glimpse of the absolute beauty
of this area. Game was plentiful, with
particularly sleek shiny Kudu, grey
duiker, steenbok, impala and warthog,
looking at us intruders with a little
suspicion but not too much alarm. Also,
we saw giraffe, Nyala, suni, grysbok and
Bushpig.
Wayne mentioned that there used to be
a lot more of the small game, but with
good management and the provision of
strategic water, the big game numbers
had increased substantially. Following

this were the predators, who now
also had found a great place to live.
Unfortunately, big cats like to snack
and they seem to also have an affinity
for pork, as we found two fresh lion
predations, one Bushpig and one
porcupine. It was obvious, for even
an absolute green horn like Leon, that
the predators were thriving. We found
lion and leopard tracks daily and even
had a female leopard drinking at the
waterhole in front of our camp early
one evening – a beautiful sight. To top it
all off, three male lions strolled through
our camp one night. Additionally, we
saw cheetah tracks on occasion, as well
as wild dog and hyena tracks.
Green-pod Mahogany trees stick out
like sore thumbs in the monotone grey

Buffalo tracks were plentiful and it
wasn’t long before we found the fresh
spoor of four bulls that had crossed
the road. Let’s go! I had a spring in my
step as Paulo and Mutiki, our trackers,
did their MAGIC and followed the
bulls. The wind was bad and it wasn’t
long until we found the bull’s hastily
departing tracks. We returned to the
Land Cruiser and continued our search
for tracks worth following. The tracks
of a big group of bulls showed promise
and 6km of tracking yielded us finding
them, lying and chewing the cud in
some shade. The wind had been ok
and Wayne and I crept closer to try and
see what’s what. We could make out
twelve bulls but, in all honesty, judging
any of them was extremely difficult due
to them being partially obstructed by
bush. One bull’s head was clearly visible
and he was a cracker but a bit on the
young side. Try as we may, we could just
not get a clear picture of the bulls and
we were already on borrowed time as
far as the wind was concerned. I felt the
sweat on my neck cool as the breeze
shifted in behind us. The inevitable
happened next and with a grunt they all
went thundering away. That’s hunting
and I had enjoyed the moment.

A fresh big buffalo track to follow
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On the slog back to the Land Cruiser,
Wayne told me that the wind was your
constant enemy. It’s rarely steady and
worsens the hotter the day gets. Back at
camp for lunch, I took a dip in the small
pool. What a joy, as the temperature
had climbed into the high thirties. The
afternoon produced no tracks worth
following. As I sat by the small camp
fire enjoying a cold 2M beer, I reflected
on the beauty and magnificence of
the area and the game present there.
I was happy that I hadn’t had an
opportunity to shoot a buffalo, I wanted
the experience to never end. Be careful
what you wish for, as Murphy is always
close, ready to jump on board and ride
shotgun!
The sun wasn’t up yet when we found

the fresh tracks of three bulls. Soon
we could hear oxpeckers ahead and
found the bulls in some thick timber not
far from the Gonarezhou-Zim border.
Again, we tried to manoeuvre into a
position where we could see the bulls
properly and once again this proved
very difficult. The one bull was an old
one for sure, but even had I wanted
to take him, it was not possible due
to the bush. The sun was marching
upwards and the semi cool morning
air was starting to warm. The bulls
spooked and took off. We gave them
a bit of time and then tracked them.
They had fortunately circled to the east
and were running into the wind. After
a good while of tracking, we bumped
them in thick bush and they took off a
mere 25m in front of us. The bulls split

up, two going one way and the bull
with soup plate sized hooves heading
off on his own. Surprisingly, he ran into
the prevailing wind, a behaviour that
we would witness numerous times on
the hunt. Wayne and I figured that this
was due to the presence of lions in the
area. Run from the humans but don’t
run into a lion - a rather sticky position
to be in. Paulo remarked, “we follow
him, he wants to die today!” We found
the bull standing in some shady brush
60m away. He was a huge animal with a
decent set of horns polished to a shine.
A trophy worthy of taking any day of the
week. Again no shot was possible and
he knew we were there, plus the wind
was up to its shenanigans again. With a
snort he tossed back his head, lifted his
nose and thundered off. It was a long

Mile after sweaty mile
tracking buffalo.
walk back to the Land Cruiser.
“This game is not for sissies. Murphy’s
on-board riding shotgun” I wrote in my
diary on the evening of the fourth day.
The morning had been brutal with us
doing a very long track, only to spook
the bulls across the boundary of our
hunting area. Then there was the long
slog back to the Land Cruiser. On our
way to camp for a swim, lunch and
siesta we found the fresh tracks of three
bulls crossing the road. We marked the
spot and came back in the afternoon.
Paulo and Mutiki took up the spoor.
About 500m on Mutiki ducked down
with a hissing sound. The bulls were
about 150m out but must have seen
us as they took off. The wind was good
so we waited a bit and then started
tracking them again. A few kilometres
on Mutiki once again took cover. This

Not for sissies!
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The Murphy tree!
time he’d seen them without them
seeing us. The wind was good so Wayne
and I crept closer, eventually getting to
within 50m, with a nice termite mound
as our staging area. Two bulls were
lying down and one was standing, in a
thicket. The one standing up was a bus
of a bull but I couldn’t see his head. His
shoulder was free of vegetation but I
couldn’t just shoot as it was possible
that he had a soft boss. We spent about
5 minutes behind our termite mound
trying to figure out what to do. The
lying bulls got up and silently the three
started walking away, sailing through the
bush to be swallowed by the vegetation
like a curtain closing behind them. We
followed, the sun was now hugging the
horizon, the wind was steady. Ok, it’s
going to happen, I thought. We spotted

the bulls about 120m ahead and Wayne
and I quickly got into a position where
we thought we could get a shot. One
bull was standing broadside and what a
bull it was! He had about a 42 to 43 inch
spread, hard boss with horns swooping
down and broomed down blunt hooks.
A dream bull! I steadied the rifle in a V
of a small tree and jammed my elbow
into Wayne for support. The bull was
standing perfectly but halfway between
me and him was a small tree perfectly
covering his vital area. I couldn’t believe
it, here, after miles and miles of tracking
and looking for a trophy buffalo was
my dream bull and one lonely tree was
derailing all our hard work.
The bull looked nervous and I thought:
come on just one step forward. He lifted
his nose to test the wind and this is

where I lost my cool. He’s going to run,
better shoot! I thought I could slip a
bullet past the tree and still connect in
the boiler room. The 416 came alive and
as I recovered from the recoil, I could
only see the dust of the departing bulls
with the sound of breaking branches
until all was silent. Eerily silent! I looked
at Wayne and he said, “you’ve hit him
hard”. Deep inside me though I knew:
you’ve screwed up! The rest of the gang
came up to us and Paulo was shaking his
head. He walked straight to the “murphy
tree” and pointed to where my bullet
had smashed it on the right-hand side. I
cursed and my immediate thought was:
right, the light is fading and we have a
wounded buffalo on our hands. Paulo
seemed to think I missed him completely
and sincerely I wished that he was right.
We picked up the tracks and
tracked until the light didn’t
allow us to continue. The three
bulls kept going as a team and
there was no blood anywhere.
So, it seemed that Paulo was
correct. What a relief, but how
stupid of me to attempt the shot.
I felt I had let everybody down
including myself. That evening
Peter (The area manager), who
had previously been badgering
me for a Buffalo carcass for the
local community once again,
passed a comment that didn’t
help my mood. I didn’t sleep well
that night, playing the movie
of the buffalo standing there
with the damn tree covering his
shoulder over and over again. Sir
Winston’s words came to mind
and I eventually drifted off
to sleep.
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being seen. We just couldn’t move
at the pace the buffalo were moving
without starting to jog and at one stage
I whispered to Wayne to watch out that
we don’t get the wind behind us. Into
another Mopane tree and rifle ready
as bull after bull came and vanished
from view. Forward! Quietly onwards,
I couldn’t help but think that Wayne
and I must have looked like Elmer Fudd
trying to stay with the buffalo without
being detected.

Shaking off the previous day’s fiasco
came easier once we started tracking
bulls and went about the sweaty
business of looking for a buffalo. By
lunchtime my spirits had lifted and I
was enjoying every moment. We found
some bulls in the late afternoon and
once again I just didn’t have a shot.
They moved into some thick bush and
we followed. We had them 40m from
us, but alas, no opportunity to get a
shot. Eventually the light was so bad
I actually switched on my illuminated
reticle. Was I hunting pigs or buffalo?
Crazy actually! Murphy had gate
crashed our party and he
wasn’t welcome.

them. 2km onwards we spotted the
bulls, we hadn’t managed to get ahead
of them but at least we were abreast
of them and the wind was good and
solid. Wayne and I slinked closer and I
got ready in a V shaped Mopane tree
with the buffalo 80m out. There were
fifteen bulls in total and as they were
moving and feeding. Sorting a decent
mature bull from the soft bossed ones
wasn’t easy. A good bull came into
view and Wayne said, “you can shoot
that one.” I just didn’t have a shot once
again. Forward! Shadowing the buffalo,
we had to get ahead of them without

Drenched with sweat, I got comfortable
in a V shaped Mopane for the 4th time.
A bull turned 180 degrees and came
into a window, free of thick brush. He
was broadside and only a few smallish
twigs were covering his shoulder. I
asked Wayne, “how about that one?”
Through the scope I couldn’t really
see whether he was old enough to
harvest: “Take him” came the reply, in
the same instance the 416 came to life
and I could hear a solid thunk as the
big Barnes TSX found its target. All the
bulls vanished in a cloud of dust. In an
instant we could hear the bellow of
the beleaguered bull followed by a last
bellow signalling his passing. Hurray!
Paulo, Mutiki and Leon came up to
our position with Paulo triumphantly
holding his fist in the air. We moved
forward and could see 14 bulls guarding
their dead companion. Some of them
started grazing again and we watched
them for a good 10 minutes before
moving forward. They obligingly left

Waking the next morning I thought I
needed to change something. For the
first time I put on my shirt with the
Dalton Rifle and Gun Club emblem. On
the way to coffee I told Murphy to take
a hike in French. I told Wayne that I had
kicked Murphy in the teeth and put on
my DRGC shirt as a shield against him.
Gordon, our chef, came in and reported
that he had heard buffalo at the camp
waterhole when he was preparing
the breakfast.
In the morning gloom we drove out
and looped around the back end of
the camp to hit a road that the buffalo
would have crossed on their way out
from the water. We spotted the group
about 200m off the road in fairly open
Mopane. Wayne hooked the Land
Cruiser left onto a road heading back
to camp and once in a small depression
we stopped and debussed. Nothing
was said as the drill of kitting up for
tracking was, by now, well practised.
Silently, we headed into the bush on a
downwind course intended to intercept
the feeding bulls. This is where local
knowledge is extremely important as
Wayne and the trackers had a fairly
good idea where the buffalo were
heading and how to get ahead of
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their fallen comrade behind and swiftly
moved away into the bush. A great
sense of relief and accomplishment
came over me. Success is not final but it
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is sweet, especially after so much hard
work and perseverance.
After recovering the buffalo and back
at camp, Gordon fixed us a leisurely
breakfast and we
spent the rest of
the day lazing by
the pool and having
a siesta. A postmortem showed
that my bullet had
hit the buffalo
squarely on the
shoulder taking out
the plumbing on
top of the heart and
exiting behind the
opposite shoulder
leaving a jagged
1 rand coin-sized
hole. In the late
afternoon we took
a drive to look for
elephant tracks
ending the day with
sundowners on a
beautiful high point
with views over the
Lowveld.
A change in weather
greeted us on the
last day, being
much cooler, it was
a welcome change
from the 42 degrees
of the previous
day. We drove
around looking

for anything big enough to shoot.
Wayne had an elephant available and
I decided that should we find a really
grand Specimen, I’d shoot it and take a
bond when home to pay for it. We saw
seven bulls in total but none of them
were specimens worthy of a bond.
Good for the elephant and good for my
bank balance! That evening, Gordon
prepared the buffalo fillets on the braai.
They were delicious.
In closing, although I have a fair
amount of experience hunting buffalo,
one just doesn’t seem to tire of it.
The experience of seeing competent
PHs and trackers at work is always
awesome. The hunting area is a prime
example of what can be achieved in
community areas with sustainable
utilisation and hunting dollars. It is so
sad that so many people who live in
a first world country with a modern,
“wealthy” lifestyle, can break this
recipe for success by tirelessly trying
to stop trophy hunting only to appease
their emotions. They don’t want to
understand that sustainable utilisation
and hunting tourism is so important for
the people and the big game animals
that coexist with one another in
an underdeveloped or even
developed country.
A big thank you to Wayne, Paulo,
Mutiki, Gordon and the camp staff for
making this a trip of a lifetime for both
Leon and I.

BUFFALO HUNTING TIPS
THE TRADITIONAL WAY.

1

BE FIT BOTH PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY.

2
3

TAKE YOUR OWN 2L WATER BOTTLE, USE IT TO HYDRATE BEFORE SETTING OUT ON
FOOT. THE WATER CARRIED BY THE TRACKER IS FOR MAINTENANCE PURPOSES.

4
5

AN ACCURATE SCOPED RIFLE THAT YOU CAN SHOOT WELL IS
ESSENTIAL. RATHER A WELL-PLACED SHOT WITH A .375 THAN A
BAD PLACED SHOT WITH A .577 TYRANNOSAUR.

YOU WILL, IN ALL LIKELIHOOD, HAVE TO SHOOT THROUGH SOME BUSH,
AS LONG AS IT’S CLOSE TO THE ANIMAL AND NOT EXCESSIVELY HEAVY,
IT’S DOABLE.

6
7

MAKE SURE YOUR FEET AND SKIN STAY HAPPY, GOOD
RUN IN BOOTS, HAT AND SUNSCREEN ARE ESSENTIAL.

WHEN THE TRACKERS LOSE THE TRACK AND START DOING
CIRCLES STAY PUT. YOU WILL JUST GET IN THEIR WAY AND
DISTURB SIGNS. DON’T WORRY THEY WON’T LEAVE YOU BEHIND.

KEEP IN MIND THAT A BARNES TSX FROM A 416 CAN EASILY EXIT A BUFFALO, I
KNOW FIRST-HAND OF TWO OTHER INSTANCES WHERE THIS HAS BEEN THE CASE.
A SERIOUS CONSIDERATION WHEN SHOOTING IN HERDS.

8

LISTEN TO YOUR PH. ENJOY EVERY MOMENT! NEVER GIVE UP!
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UPPER TUGELA
CHASA AND
HOGDOWN SHOOT
By Owen Geekie

T

he Hogdown shoot is a shoot
that is held annually by the
Estcourt Hunting Rifle Club.
It consists of a pig target with
the scoring zone on the shoulder with 5
points for a bull, then one point less for
each ring away from the bull to a zero if
you miss the scoring zone. Ten shots are
fired from the prone position at 300m
and another ten shots fired from the
sitting position using 3-legged shooting
sticks for support, also 300m.
Two gong ranges with 5 gongs at each
range were also included this year. The
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gongs were set out from about 150m
to 350m. The one range was shot prone
and the other was shot while leaning
over a round bale. In total 30 rounds
were shot.
The Upper Tugela committee had asked
the organisers of Hogdown if they
could incorporate the CHASA shoot on
the same day. They obliged and The
Springbok, Impala and Warthog targets
were set up in the butts. The 20 shots
at the Hog were shot first after which
the competitors went forward to the
200m mark and shot at the Springbok.

Moving forward 100m the competitors
then shot at the Impala target and then
the Warthog target. Once the targets
had been marked and closed, the next
5 competitors stepped forward. Once
everyone had shot at the Hog and the
3 CHASA targets, we all moved to the
gong ranges (One CHASA gong range
and 2 which were shot in conjunction
with the Hogdown). Braai packs were
provided and a braai was enjoyed on
the range afterwards.
Thank you to Archie Smyth and Graeme
Geldart for all the organising.

By Owen Geekie

A

nother year and another
Fin Fur Feather clay shoot,
successfully held at the Bush
Camp on Stewart Park just
outside Ladysmith. The 2019 shoot was
the 24th annual Fin Fur Feather shoot.
Once all the ranges had been set and
all was working well, we retreated out
of the hot sun and the Berg wind to
watch the rugby in the boma. After a
disappointing loss by the Springboks,
we headed out to the ranges to see if
we could do any better.
The usual 5 ranges with one stand and
two traps throwing 5 pairs per range
had been set up.
Range one had a Midi teal followed
on report by a Normal target going
directly away from the stand.
Range two had a Normal coming

directly over from behind with a slow
Normal crossing from left to right.
Range three had a Rabbit going at
quite a speed from the left which
tended to bounce erratically as they
usually do, followed on report by a
much slower Rabbit going across
and away at about 45 degrees from
the right.
Range four had two Normal targets,
one from the right crossing, and
the other on report going away and
slightly across from the left.
Range five were both Midis. The first
target from the koppie on the left was
going like a rocket. It was followed by
a slower target going directly away
from the stand.
The wind made the first few ranges

Karl Schuld at
Range 1
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fairly tough as the targets bobbed up
and down as they flew. The range had
been set up with most targets fairly easy
and at a comfortable range. There were
a few targets that tested the better
shots. The wind dropped later in the
afternoon and it was more pleasant
for those choosing to shoot a second
round.
There were 19 participants, of which 6
were newcomers to the Fin Fur Feather.
Of the 13 who had an average from past
shoots, 9 improved on their averages.
The top score was by a newcomer,
Graham Maclarty who shot 35/50. The
top Junior was Hayden Anderson with
21/50.
The Fin Fur Feather trophy was won by
Keith Smith.

Keith Smith shooting at the
Teal on Range 1

Nikki de Franca
Range 4

Palo de Franca at Range 2

Hayden Anderson receiving coaching
from his dad at the Rabbit range
Danby Anderson at Range 4

Danby Anderson and spectators Range 4
Wayne Downs
Range 5

The shoot venue from above

Hayden
Anderson at
Range 4
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Senior

HUNTERS COURSE
By Frikkie Blom

Fun around the camp fire

SHC group 2019

General Sakkie at the range

The beauty of sunset

T

he SHC was held in September
this year from the 12th to the
15th. The venue was the allfamiliar Nkwazi Lodge. Ten
hunters attended the course including
three scholars who joined us ‘old guys’.
As is the norm, a very high standard
was set and everybody, young and old,
learned something new with the help
of Sakkie van Vuuren and the other
mentors on course namely Mithesh
Maharaj and Johan Minnie. They made it
easy for us to understand and to get the
knowledge under our belts. The course
was presented in a very professional
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manner. Between lectures, Sakkie even
played the house cook and dished up
some great food for the guys. I know I
speak for everybody when I say that we
had a wonderful time. We had lots of
fun around the campfire and even while
socialising between lectures. It was an
absolute pleasure to meet such a fantastic
bunch of guys.
I also want to take my hat off to you three
scholars from Maritzburg College. You
already had an amazing knowledge of
hunting and conservation and you had
the ability to show us old guys a thing
or two on the shooting range. You were

gentlemen and showed us so much
respect which proved to us all what
you are made of. You are a credit to our
Hunting Association.
It is up to us as dedicated hunters to do
our part in conservation and to pass it on
to our children and to encourage others
to develop a culture of conservation, to
preserve the beauty of nature for future
generations to come. Thank you again, for
the privilege to attend the SHC.
I know that I have made friends for life on
this course and wish that everybody who
has not done the SHC will make an effort
to attend someday.
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Barn Owls in release box

HOW DO WE FIX
THE IMBALANCE WE
HAVE CREATED?

W

e may have coined the
phrases ‘Biological Warfare’
or ‘Bio Control’ but we
most certainly never
created them. Furthermore, we like to
fool ourselves that we somehow have
control over these systems too. The
truth is that nature has been an expert
in this regard from the time of creation,
and often our only influence is to create
chaos in a perfectly designed natural
balance.
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If we take the human animal out of
the equation, we know that the rest of
the natural world is perfectly capable
of maintaining its equilibrium without
any human influence at all. In the
natural world predator and prey remain
locked in a carefully choreographed
dance, designed to keep each other’s
population dynamics in check. And if by
some slip of the scales, the balance is
tilted too far in one’s favour, enter the
tiny control measure we call disease, to

carefully even the score.
Enter the newcomers to the evolutionary
race, and suddenly everything is sent
spinning out of kilter. Human beings
have all the knowledge, ability and
intuition to be able to fit harmoniously
into the equation, and yet we have
chosen to go against the grain with
some disastrous consequences. And I
am not even speaking about the grand
scale of catastrophic events like global

warming and the extinction of entire
species, ecosystems and habitats (which
will ultimately lead to our own species
downfall – but that is another topic of
conversation) but rather, I am speaking of
the small impacts we have on the balance
in our own backyards.
Not too long ago we (FreeMe Wildlife)
were called in to assist with a sudden
‘rodent explosion’ on a property in a
newly developed small-scale country
estate. On inspection of the property, it
was clear that several resident rodent
species were running amok in the
newly manicured gardens, much to the
residents’ horror. Discussions as to how
to control these vermin led to the usual
stalemate of some of them wanting to
resort to poison, and the others wanting a
more benign solution.
From our side, the usual series of
questions were asked: “How long have
you been on the property? When did you
notice the rodent numbers escalating?”
We had not travelled very far down this
road, before the answers became very
clear. After two years on the property,
systematically removing the resident
snakes; the coup-de-grace being the
illusive Rinkhals in the back yard, there
was a sudden and dramatic increase in
both rodent and
bat numbers.

And since we touched briefly on the
subject of insects, their drastic decline in
numbers globally bears mentioning. How
much thought is given to the family of
animals that make up the biggest biomass
on the planet, and by extension provide
the biggest terrestrial prey base in the
food chain? Well, not much thought at all
sadly. Sure, some insects are well loved
and even welcomed in the traditional
urban garden; butterflies and bees come
to mind in this regard, but most insects
are loathed to some degree or another.
But to get a butterfly, you need a
caterpillar. And here lies the greatest
irony. The same green-fingered gardener
who delights at the sight of a beautiful
butterfly flitting over the plants, will
choke, enraged, if they find a caterpillar
daring to chew holes in their immaculate
garden shrubbery. And yet, the role of
the butterfly is to pollinate the flowers
of the same plant its young needs to live
off. And so, left in peace, the butterfly will
ensure the plant lives, and the plant will
ensure the caterpillar thrives. But humans
are not well-known vectors of peace.
And so that story usually unfolds quite

differently. The offending caterpillar
is either unceremoniously squashed,
or doomed to the more lingering
punishment of poison, with the result
that there are no butterflies that
summer to brighten the little green
desert the perfect garden has become.
Of course, since everything in nature
is interconnected, the eradication of
the caterpillar does not only do the
butterfly propagation a huge disservice
but effects the lives of the very creatures
evolved to keep its numbers in check.
For example, how many people know
that the Diederik Cuckoo is a caterpillar
specialist? Yes, they may be able to
identify the bird by its distinctive call
or beautiful emerald green and white
plumage, but do they know how
dependent the species is on those
dreaded caterpillars in their gardens?
And how many people love the sight
of sunbirds in their garden, delicately
feasting on the nectar droplets in each
flower? Well, its not just nectar these
little feathered jewels depend on. Enter
another unwanted garden guest into the
picture. The notorious spider. Sunbirds
need spiders; they glue their nests

Now, when it comes to snakes, no matter
how carefully one explains to people
that snakes pre-existed humans and
have taken millions of years to evolve
to predate on particular prey species,
(which are incidentally not humans) and
in reality pose very low risk to humans,
and account for fewer human deaths
than domestic dogs or cows do… there
was just no convincing the residents that
letting snakes back into the equation was
an option. In the end it was decided that
introducing owls would be a tolerable
solution, but only if we could please
position a box as far away from the house
as possible, because you know, the smell…
It was a small step in the right direction
to restoring balance though. Thankfully
the residents understood the potential
snowball effect that introducing
poisons into the equation would bring.
Introducing top predators back into the
food chain would help to re-establish
a nice, healthy balance, so that they
could continue to enjoy the delights
of living in a country estate with all its
acceptable numbers of wild species. Bring
poison into the equation and not only
do you get rid of the target species (the
rodents in this case) but all of the small
predators (either through secondary
poisoning or by decimating their food
source) which would lead to flare ups of
other prey species now no longer kept in
check (insects for example) which would
necessitate more poisons, and eventually
there would be no wild life left at all. In
which case, why not just move back to the
city where it is already devoid of annoying
wildlife?
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together with spider webs, and they
feed their young on tiny spiders. Rush
around your home and garden with the
can of doom annihilating your entire
spider population, and there is a very
good chance you can wave your sunbirds
goodbye. And with the sunbirds gone,
their essential services as pollinators
will also likely result in your pampered
blooms not being quite so robust the
next season.
Following any number of Facebook
groups now days will also reveal just
how out of touch our own species has
become with the natural world around
us. In an age where information has
never been easier to access, a great
proportion of the human race still
display gross ignorance in their approach
to dealing with and understanding
wildlife. A recent post on a Facebook
feed requesting help on eradicating
moles in a garden drew a hugely varied
response from followers. Jumping to
the fore of the responses were the
ubiquitous pest control companies
desperate to be the ‘destroyer for hire’,
as well as amateur mole killers punting
their home-made recipes for free. So
why the desperate appeal to get rid of
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the moles? Because apparently, they
were eating the plants in the garden.
Do moles eat plants? A quick search on
Google will reveal that they do not eat
plants. They are insectivores, and hugely
beneficial in any ecosystem.
So, who is the culprit in this scenario?
The answer lies with a herbivorous
burrowing rodent who also happens
to leave trademark mounds of earth
above ground as a key to its identity: the
mole rat. The real issue at hand is not
only that the correct culprit cannot be
identified, but that the misidentification
can lead to further persecution of
completely innocent moles, many
species of which are now listed as
endangered or critically endangered
and need the highest protection we
can afford them. Should we be putting
poison down every little mound of
earth we find without actually knowing
who the subterranean homeowner is?
Absolutely not.
Every year our game reserves and game
parks are filled with people from all over
the world; people who will honestly tell
you that they love nature, and perhaps
they do, so long as it does not intrude

into their lives back home. These people
will be in love with nature without truly
understanding the nature… well, of
nature. Wild places, reserves and parks
are not just home to the iconic species,
or the glamorous species of the day, but
also to the unglamorous, the tiny, the
boring, the unloved and the unwanted
species without which a rich and
balanced biodiversity is just not possible.
And while many of these nature loving
people will return home and not likely
find a lion or an elephant living in their
back gardens, what they will find, if they
took as much time and interest in their
garden as in the game reserve, is the
most fascinating, interwoven mosaic of
wild life trying to survive in harmony and
balance with the world around it.
A recent 2019 report by the World
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) revealed
alarming statistics with regards to the
mammal biomass on the planet: 60%
livestock, 36% humans and only 4%
wild mammals. Combine this with Dr
Ron Milo’s report from the Weizmann
Institute of Science in Israel which
provides a plethora of data, it becomes
abundantly clear that the most deadly
and terrifying species on the planet

is actually our own. Humanity has
destroyed 83% of all wild animal species,
and 50% of all wild plant species on the
planet in the relatively short time we
have been here.
Gus Mills recently noted that nature
does not need human intervention and
is quite capable of balancing itself out
without us in the equation. Closer to

the truth is the fact that human beings
are destroying the earth, and ultimately
and irrevocably ourselves in the process,
but the difference is that the earth
inherently maintains the capacity to
restore itself long after we have gone.
Essentially the choice is exclusively ours
to decide if and how we want to remain
in the bigger picture.
When taking a step back to look at the

careful balance nature has created, a
balance humans have the capacity to
maintain and even restore, yet illogically
possess the penchant to upset and
destroy, a more ecologically minded
individual might be forgiven for feeling
that the only species that is in any
desperate need of biological control is
actually our own.
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UPPER TUGELA

DING DONG GONG SHOOT
By Owen Geekie

T

he Upper Tugela branch of KZN
Hunters held their annual Ding
Dong gong shoot on the 16th of
November on the Fairfields farm. This is
the same venue as last year.
Entries for the shoot opened about a
month prior via the website PractiScore.
The scoring was also done through the
PractiScore app. It was a three-man team
shoot again this year.
We were fortunate enough to have
Safari and Outdoor as our main, and sole
sponsor by a gun shop. Other sponsors
were; Canvas and Tent, Hunters Lodge,
Afgri Dundee, De Franca Spar, Unigro,
Sharp-Sharp, Vleissentraal KZN, Cipla and
Bayer Animal Health.
Dewet Jacobs, owner of the farm on
which we shot, did a magnificent job
again this year with clearing and mowing
the area where the shoot was held.
The whole venue was based around

a beautiful fig tree which was, thanks
to the rain we have had, in full foliage,
giving plenty of shade. Registration, lunch
and prize-giving, followed by a braai
afterwards, were all held under the
fig tree.
This year there were seven ranges set
up, all of which were within walking
distance of the fig tree. There were tents
and gazebos set up at each range to
provide shade for the competitors. All the
distances were given to the competitors
when they arrived at the range.
Competitors were allowed to use range
finders and wind meters. Muzzle breaks
and silencers were also permitted. All
the ranges, except range 5, had 5 targets,
ranging in size from 100mm to 200mm
gongs and the occasional “Springbok
head” gong. The gongs were numbered
1-5 from left to right. The teams were to
shoot at each target in order from 1-5.
The entire team would engage gong 1
first, one shooter at a time. If shooter

1 hit the gong, the next shooter would
wait a few seconds for the gong to stop
swinging before he/she shot at it. As soon
as shooter 1 shot at the first target, he/
she could find and aim at the second
target. As soon as the third and last
shooter shot at the first gong, the first
shooter could shoot at gong 2, and so on
and so forth. Individual and team scores
were recorded.
Range 1:
On this range, the competitors stood
and leaned over a huge rock from where
they shot at the five gongs. There were
hessian sacks placed on top of the rock,
that competitors could use to lean their
rifles on. No other aid was allowed. The
targets were slightly lower than the
shooting position so the shooters were
shooting slightly down hill. The closest
gong was 120m and the furthest 290m.
Range 2:
Here, competitors shot while leaning

Range 1

Range 2

Range 3

Team Wildman at Range 3
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over a round bale standing on its end.
Again, there were hessian bags that the
competitors were permitted to use. There
were 3 salt bags on the ground which
shorter people were allowed to stand on.
Again the shooters were shooting slightly
down hill. The closest gong was 180m
and the furthest 410m.
Range 3:
This was a prone range with a salt bag
provided for a rest. Competitors were
permitted to place the bag on its end and
sit and shoot if so desired. Here, targets
were placed across a narrow valley. The
first target was lower than the shooting
position and the last somewhat higher.
The closest gong was 212m and the
furthest 348m.
Range 4:
Shooting slightly up hill this time,
competitors shot over a wooden feed
trough that had been placed upside
down. Most people shot prone on this
range. The closest gong was 162m and
the furthest 296m.
Range 5:
This range was not included in the team
competition. Here, competitors shot as
individuals. The top shot on this range
would win a rifle sponsored by Safari
and Outdoor. This was a “sudden death”
range. If you missed a target, you stopped

shooting and the next competitor could
have a go. There were three gongs placed
out at 740m from the shooting position.
The two outside gongs were 400mm
steel gongs. The one in between was
a 150mm gong. The range officer gave
each person time to find the target and
get their settings correct before starting
the stopwatch. The shooter had to first
shoot at either one of the 400mm outer
gongs with their first shot. If they hit,
they would shoot at the much smaller
middle gong. Two minutes were given for
each competitor. If a person managed to
shoot both the targets, they were shown
another two targets set up much closer.
Here, a “Springbok head” and a 100mm
round gong would be shot at. The
distance was not given and two minutes
was allocated to engage both targets. If
there was a tie, a shootout would ensue
at another range before prize giving.
Range 6:
On range 6, three logs had been placed
on the ground. People were able to shoot
prone over all of them, but the first one
had a place where a competitor was able
to shoot from the sitting position. Again,
hessian bags were provided to protect
the competitors’ equipment. The closest
gong was 182m and the furthest 301m.
Range 7:
A rock wall had been purposefully built

Shooters view at Range 3
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for competitors to shoot over. Any
position was permitted but competitors
had to shoot over the top of the wall.
Again, hessian bags were provided for the
competitors to use at their discretion, but
mainly to protect their rifles from being
damaged on the rocks. The closest gong
was 173m and the furthest 354m.
The number of entries was down this
year from last year, with 22 teams
entering (last year there were 30). Last
year the weather wasn’t good but this
year we were blessed with a beautiful
day. With hardly any wind to speak of and
the mercury reaching a touch under 28
degrees, it was a fantastic day to shoot.
The top team on the day was team
“Wildman PMB” consisting of Johan
Odendaal, Andrew Duff and Norbert
Hellberg. Their score was 79/90. Second
place went to “Team 260” with 76.
Their members were Piet Louw, Fanie
Burgers and Freddie Kriel. The third spot
went to “Pienk Melkies” with 73. They
were Pieter Joubert, Danie Visagie and
Hermaans Swart.
The top lady team was “Bandidas” with
a score of 65. The shooters were Jeanine
van Aarde, Kaitlyn Hellberg and Ivett van
Rooyen.
The top juniors were “Two Sharks and

Range 4
a Cheetah” with a score of 51. Hayden
Anderson, HW Jacobs and Monique van
der Merwe made up the team.
The top score by an individual for the
day was a tie between Ralf Dedekind and
Martiens Potgieter with 28/30.
The top lady was Jeanine van Aarde with
24/30.
The top junior was HW Jacobs with
24/30.
On range 5, which was had the rifle
sponsored by Safari and Outdoor as the
prize, seven competitors managed to
hit the 400mm gong, but no one was
able to hit the 150mm gong. This did,
however, make it all the more exciting for
the spectators. A shoot out would ensue.
Danby Anderson, Kaitlyn Hellberg, Bryden
Timm, Bernard Kotze, Ernest Kluge,
Andrew Fuller and Derich Eicker were
the contestants.

A range was set up with a single 200mm
gong at about 300m from a tree where
the competitors would shoot from. It
wasn’t an easy position and with only
one shot, time was of the essence, as
the person who hit it in the shortest time
would win. The competitors had no idea
of where the gong was or from where
they would shoot. They came to the
range one at a time and stood with their
backs to the target. After the rules were
explained, they could get ready with their
rifle and the clock started as they turned
around to face the target. The pressure
was too much for all but one shooter.
Bernard Kotze was the only one who
managed to hit the gong, winning himself
a CZ 550 in 6.5x55 Swedish Mauser from
Safari and Outdoor.
A huge thank you to all who made the
effort to make the day possible. Hilgard
van Niekerk from Safari and Outdoor.
UT committee members who did all
the work, especially Dewet Jacobs for

‘Speenvarkies’ at Range 4

the effort and expense he went to in
setting up the venue and all the ranges.
Danby Anderson, Marlo De Franca and
Jansen Webb for organising the fantastic
sponsorship (about R70 000 in total).
Barbara Jacobs and her “runners” for
keeping the scores coming in and making
sure they were all tallied eventually.
Norbert Hellberg, for setting up and
lending us the camera system at range
5 to take the guess work out of scoring
hits on the 740m dongs. Keith van Aarde
for his assistance with PractiScore and
obviously, all the competitors who
arrived on
the day to join us in our sport we enjoy so
much. The biggest thank you must go to
Safari and Outdoor for their sponsorship.
There were a lot of very happy people
who took home some fantastic prizes
from pen knives to R1000 vouchers from
Safari and Outdoor. And who will forget
that magnificent rifle that all had a fair
chance of taking home?

Prone at Range 6
87

Shooters view at Range 6
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Jansen Webb from team'Twee plus een' at Range 6

Team ‘Bandidas’ at Range 6

Team ‘AKG’ at Range 7

Team ‘Safari Gunsmoke’ Range 7

A view of Elandslaagte from range 7 with team 'Gongsters'
shooting

Team ‘Gongsters’ at Range 7

Hayden Anderson being assisted by his Dad at the ‘Win a
rifle range’

The 3 gongs at 740 m

View from the 740m gongs to the shooting position marked with the red circle
89
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Team Wildman

Venue of the 2019 Ding Dong shoot

Bernard Kotze last man at the shoot off for the rifle

Bernard Kotze moments after winning the shoot off for
the rifle

Bernard Kotze beig congratulated by his team mate

The rifle that was up for grabs. A CZ 550 in 6x55 SM donated
by Safari and Outdoor and won by Bernard Kotze

The venue for the Prize giving for the 2019 Ding Dong Gong shoot

The 7 shootists who managed to hit the 740m gong with
Hilgard van Niekerk from Safari and Outdoor

Bernard Kotze receiving his prize from Hilgard van Niekerk
from Safari and Outdoor

Top Junior HW Jacobs

Top Junior team. HW Jakobs, Monique van der Merwe and
Hayden Anderson ‘Two Sharks and a Cheetah’

Top Ladies team ‘Bandidas’ Ivett van Rooyen, Jeanine van
Aarde and Kaitlyn Hellberg

Top Lady Jeanine van Aarde

Top men, Martiens Potgieter and Ralf Dedekind

Top Team ‘Wildman’ Norbet Hellberg, Andrew Duff and
Johan Odendal with Upper Tugela Chairman Owen Geekie
91
and Hilgard van Niekerk from Safari and Outdoor
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TASK:

Those ﬁve giraﬀes have extremely long necks which are totally interlaced. Help
them by connecting numbers of necks with letters of heads!
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Maloti-Drakensberg Park

World Heritage Site

Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife’s diverse protected areas and natural sanctuaries allow you to explore our unique
big-game wildlife areas, as well as numerous cultural, historical, wetland, alpine and marine treasures with a wide range
of accommodation facilities and guest activities on offer. Hiking, biking, fishing, game-viewing or just relaxing
…it’s yours for the asking.
Awaken your senses...

connect

T: +27(0) 33 845 1000
E: bookings@kznwildlife.com
:
Online: bookings.kznwildlife.com
Web: www.kznwildlife.com

Conservation, Partnerships & Ecotourism
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Alcelaphus buselaphus caama

Lifespan: They can live up to
19 years old.
Height: The males have an
approximate height of 135cm.
Weight: The males weigh up
to 150kgs, while the cows
weigh 120kgs.
Maximum speed: Their
maximum speed is
approximately 55 km/hr.

In terms of appearance, there
is very little gender distinction
between males and females.
Males have a slightly bigger
head circumference than
females and appear heavier.
Both male and female
Hartebeest have a distinctive
sloping back. The Red
Hartebeest has a reddishbrown coat with darker,
almost black markings on its
legs, below the horns and an
elongated patch down the
face. These patches appear
iridescent in sunlight and
often blaze white. Another
key identification is the
underbelly and hind quarters
are lighter in colour. The
Hartebeest has a very distinct
set of horns that curve up
from the base, grow forward,
then backwards and inwards.
They are set very close
together at the base and have
deep ridges that spiral around
the horns, ending in smooth
points.
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These animals are gregarious and found in herds of up to 30. However, there have
been recorded cases of larger herds (up to 300) during breeding season in areas of
Botswana. Male buck are highly territorial and will defend their territory against
trespassing males. They often follow rainfall patterns and a herd can be found in
scattered compact groups. These animals are most active in the morning.

The Red Hartebeest is the only Hartebeest species found in South Africa.
However, they are not limited to South Africa and can be found throughout
Southern Africa. Red Hartebeest are found in savannah environments,
floodplains and open woodlands.

They have an 8-month gestation period. Calves are born during late September
to November and are kept hidden in thick brush from the main herd until they
are strong enough to fend for themselves. Mothers can recognise their calves
up to 300m away. When the herd is chased by predators, calves re-join their
mothers.

Red Hartebeest are predominantly grazers. They are not a water reliant species and
are seldom found around watering holes. They are often found in abundance after
the rainy season in areas of new growth. This species has been known to browse
during drought periods.

Red Hartebeest have an excellent sense of smell and hearing; however, their
eyesight is poor. When chased by predators, they act confused before running off
in a zig-zag pattern. There are 11 sub-species throughout Africa, however, many
sub-species are facing extinction.
The name Hartebeest is derived from the Dutch name Hartbeest and is a species
known to the early Dutch settlers. The name was first recorded by Van Riebeeck in
his Daghregister (1660). It was commonly known as the Cape Hartebeest, but this
soon fell away as it could not be confirmed as a species endemic to the Cape.

HUNTING Red HartEBEEST
Healthy numbers of these animals are found in the central areas of KZN, Northern Cape, Western Cape, Eastern
Cape, Mpumalanga and Free State and these areas produce good quality trophies.
The male’s horns are noticeably heavier than the female’s with a thick base occurring in mature males. Suitable
trophies can be found in bachelor herds and solitary males as well as breeding herds. As these animals often
inhabit, the open grasslands and it can be a challenge getting within shooting range – especially if they have been
hunted previously. The use of available cover and any undulating terrain, with a fair amount of leopard crawling is
to be expected. The other method that occasionally works is to employ the zig-zag approach – which creates an
illusion that you are walking away from the animal/herd, when in fact you are shortening the distance. Territorial
males can sometimes be coaxed into range by exploiting their inquisitive nature and being patient. Due to the
typical terrain that these animals inhabit a calibre with a flat trajectory is preferable as shots are usually between
200 and 350 meters. Although animals are harvested with .243 Win class calibres, these are considered marginal.
A better choice of calibre would be in the range of a 25-06 through to one of the .300 magnums. A premium grade
bullet of at least 120grs travelling in excess of 2700 fps is recommended for this species.

The Red Hartebeest has a large chest with a hump that creates an illusion that the chest is much larger than it
actually is. It is for this reason that shots are occasionally placed too high which results in a wounded and
sometimes unrecovered animal. When taking the classic broadside shoulder shot, the hump needs to be
dis-regarded and point of aim should not be higher than 1/3 from the bottom of the chest. If the desired point
of impact is a high lung shot, then immediately behind the shoulder and 1/2 way up the body is the suggested
point of aim. As with many African antelope, this species can be extremely tenacious when wounded - and if the
shot is not placed correctly the hunter can expect a long day ahead. An animal shot in the heart/lung area will
invariably (but not always) run off and can cover up to 250 meters before expiring.
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Visit our website: www.crownnational.co.za

LIKE US!

WATCH US!

If you would like to contribute your favourite recipes related to hunting and camping,
send us your recipe and a photo or two to office@kznhunters.co.za or post them to
P O Box 782, Westville 3630.
We look forward to sharing some delicious recipes with you!

VENISON ROAST WITH CIDER
RECIPE BY WAYNE MCNAUGHTON. PUBLISHED IN THE AFRICAN HUNTERS COOKBOOK.

Recipe pictured does differ from that described

INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 kg venison roast
1 Tbs olive oil
1 tsp ground oregano
1 tsp rosemary
1 Tbs lemon juice
1 cup apple cider
1 cup water
11⁄4 tsp pepper
1⁄2 tsp salt
1⁄4 cup of flour
1⁄2 tsp thyme
1⁄2 tsp minced garlic
Corn starch

Cut holes in the roast and rub with oil. Mix
pepper, salt, flour, oregano, thyme, rosemary and
garlic. Add just enough water to this to make a
paste. Rub paste onto roast, working some into
the holes. Combine the water, apple cider and
lemon juice and pour into the baking dish. Place
roast in the baking dish and bake covered at
130° C for 3 hours. Baste with pan juices.
This is great sliced thin and covered with gravy.
Make the gravy from the pan juices, thicken with
corn starch.

While these recipes are tried & tested, we cannot account for different fires, camping stoves, gas cylinders, or any other factor that could influence the results.
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Ekebergia Capensis
By Avikar Chunilall (Horticulturist)
Family: MELIACEAE (Mahogany family)
Common names: Cape ash, (E), Essenhout (A), uVungu,uManaye (IZ)
This is a large attractive evergreen tree that has been used as a street tree in
many towns and cities of South Africa. It is also a good ornamental garden tree
and its fruits are enjoyed by birds and mammals.
Cape ash is a large evergreen tree that grows to about 15 m in height, and occurs
in a number of different habitats. The main stem of the Cape ash is characterised
by a rough light grey to almost black bark, with few buttress roots at the base.
The large glossy green leaves are often tinged with a pinkish patch, or pink edges.
The small sweetly scented flowers are white, occasionally also with pink tinge.
They appear in loose sprays, in the summer months (September to November).
A fleshy fruit containing four seeds, appears green and then turns bright red as it
ripens in autumn. Male and female flowers occur on separate trees. It produces
large fruits which are fleshy and red but only female trees bear fruits. These are
edible and taste of onions.
They are eaten by birds like the Hornbills, Louries and Mousebirds, mammals,
monkey and baboon. The fallen fruit is eaten by Bushpig, Bushbuck and Nyala.
The leaves are also browsed by game, such as Kudu, Nyala and Bushbuck and is
used as fodder in times of drought. It is useful for a game farm.
The Cape ash grows from the Western Cape, along a coastal distribution through
the Eastern Cape, from where the range extends more inland and northwards
through KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and Limpopo Provinces in South Africa.
Cape Ash tree is good for any indigenous garden, as it makes a good shade tree,
a perfect tree for a park or street. A very good tree to use in a home garden
to attract bees, butterflies and birds. This wide-spread tree has a number of
traditional uses: for tanning, as an emetic, for treating dysentery, headaches,
heartburn, chronic coughs and intestinal worms.
Cape ash can be grown from seed. Soak stored seeds in water for a day and then
scrub with a brush to remove the fleshy part. Sow in trays filled with river sand or
normal potting soil, plant not deeper than 5mm. The Cape Ash can also be grown
from cuttings. This is the fastest method of propagating this tree. Tip or hardwood
cuttings can be planted in trays filled with river sand or can be planted directly
into the ground as truncheons.
E. Capensis grows well when it is given lots of water, but can tolerate light drought
conditions and very light frost. It is sensitive to heavy frost.
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113 Josiah Gumede Road, Pinetown • Tel: 031 717 5555
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Postal Code: ______________
Postal Code: ______________

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

R350

R 0

R350

R 0

R400

R350

R350

Ordinary Membership (21-65yrs)

Junior Membership (12-20 yrs)

Senior Membership (65+)

Wife of existing member

Overseas Membership (ord. snr)

Overseas Junior Membership

Associate Membership

R470

R460

R1360

R325

R350

R160

R1130

Annual Subs

R50

R50

R50

Chasa CEO

Tick to indicate the Branch of your choice:
Alfred County (South Coast)
[ ]
Durban
[ ]
Newcastle
[ ]
Vryheid
[ ]

Gauteng Branch (Jhb/Pta)
Drakensberg (Harrismith)
Midlands (Pietermaritzburg)
Upper Tugela (Ladysmith)
Zululand (North Coast)

OPTIONAL: Additional R150 contribution to receive the biannual Nyala News magazines

Child (0-11 yrs)

Entrance Fee

Membership Category

CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP APPLIED FOR: (FEES APPLICABLE UNTIL 31.08.2020)

[
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[ ]

]
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[ ]
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FREE
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R1810 [ ]
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R160

R1530 [ ]

Total incl.VAT

Budget ______ months

or

Straight ______ CVC ______

A[ ]

E[ ]

Date: ________________________ Applicant’s Signature: ________________________________

I, the undersigned, hereby declare solemnly that the above information is true and correct and that I have
not been convicted of any offence involving firearms or violence or been declared unfit to possess a firearm
or found guilty of contravening any Nature Conservation Legislation. Should my application succeed, I pledge
myself to abide by the Constitution and Rules of the Association.

Name: ____________________________ Signature: _________________ Date: ______________

________________________________________________________________________________

How long have you known the applicant? _____________________________________________

NAME OF PROPOSER: ______________________________ Membership No.:_________________

Do you prefer an English or Afrikaans copy of “The Hunter’s Handbook”?

THE ASSOCIATION WILL TAKE NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY FORMS AND/OR MONEY
HANDED TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS. IT SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO NATIONAL OFFICE AT
45 MAURICE NICHOLS ROAD, HATTON ESTATES, PINETOWN, 3610 OR
PO BOX 782, WESTVILLE, 3630 (for postal items) OR E-MAILED TO hannelie@kznhunters.co.za
OR FAXED TO +27-(0)31-709-3914

Expiry date: _____ /______

Credit Card Number: ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ (Print clearly)

Occupation: _______________________________ Name of Employer: ____________________________

Credit card for full amount (except American Express / Diners Club)

C.

Fax proof to +27-(0)31-709-3914 or e-mail to hannelie@kznhunters.co.za

Reference: Your tel no. and name

Direct Deposit or Electronic Transfer - Bank: FNB Pinetown Branch Code: 221626

B.
Account Number: 58880792280

Cheque or cash payments to the office (No cash by post please)

A.

PAYMENT OPTIONS:

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

How can you assist the Association in achieving its objectives? ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

What are your reasons for joining the Association? _____________________________________

Association?

Have you ever been refused membership or been expelled from a Hunting & Conservation

Please enclose a photocopy of your ID Document (or birth certificate for juniors)

Date of Birth: ____________________________________ ID No: ________________________________

E-mail Address: _____________________________________________________________ (Print clearly)

Fax No: ________________________________________ Cell: ___________________________________

Telephone: (H) ___________________________________ (B) ___________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Residential Address: _____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Postal Address: _________________________________________________________________________

Full First Names: ________________________________________________________________________

Surname: _____________________________________________________________________________

1959-2019

IMPORTANT: A copy of your ID document Indemnity form and Code of ethics must be
submitted with the application form.

Enquiries: Tel: (031) 709-3904 • Fax: (031) 709-3914
E-mail: hannelie@kznhunters.co.za

KZN HUNTING SHOOTING AND CONSERVATION
ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
FOR ADMIN USE ONLY
Rec. No.: ________________ Membership No.: _______________ Date Processed: ________________
FOR ADMIN USE ONLY
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ADVERT SIZE

MEASUREMENTS

PRICE

FULL PAGE

A4 Size: 297mm (h) x 210mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R2200

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL

A5 Size: 148mm (h) x 210mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R1100

QUARTER PAGE HORIZONTAL

74mm (h) x 210mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R550

HALF PAGE VERTICAL

297mm (h) x 105mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R1100

QUARTER PAGE VERTICAL

148mm (h) x 105mm (w)

R550

BLOCK

105 (h) x 105mm (w)

R300

BACK COVER

A4 Size: 297mm (h) x 210mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R2500

INSIDE BACK / FRONT COVER

A4 Size: 297mm (h) x 210mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R2200

DOUBLE-PAGE SPREAD (DPS)

297mm (h) x 420mm (w) with 5mm bleed

R4000

DOUBLE-PAGE SPREAD

FULL PAGE

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL

1/4 PAGE VERTICAL

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL

1/4 PAGE HORIZONTAL

BLOCK

PUBLICATION ISSUE

BOOKING DEADLINE

MATERIAL DEADLINE

JULY 2020

15 MAY 2020

29 MAY 2020

EXCLUSIVE TO

KZNHS&CA

MEMBERS

LESS 15%

WAS R6695

PRICES VALID UNTIL
31/01/2020 OR WHILE
STOCKS LAST.

WAS R3450

WHEN YOU BUY 4 BOXES
AND MORE

R5995

LESS 10%

FEDERAL RIFLE
AMMO

NIKON MONARCH 5
10X42 BINO

BUSHNELL ENGAGE
RIFLE SCOPE

LEUPOLD RX-650
RANGE FINDER

LESS 10%

LESS 15%

LESS 15%

WOLVERINE
ARCHER 6”
HUNTING BOOTS

LESS 15%

SNIPER CAMO
CLOTHING

WARTHOG V-SHARP
CLASSIC SHARPENER

LEATHERMAN
MULTITOOL

LESS 10%

LESS 15%

UMAREX HDR50
.50CAL CO2 REVOLVER

GAMO AIR RIFLES
WIDE SELECTION
AVAILABLE

LESS 20%

Durban - 53 Hunter Street
T: +27 31 337 6424

JUNIOR ARCHERY
EQUIPMENT

R2750

LESS 10%
GAMEPRO
SPOTLIGHTS

Pietermaritzburg - 22 Winston Road
T: +27 33 342 0137

Email: info@kingsfirearms.co.za • www.kings-firearms.co.za
Est. 1873
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Look out for your unique product
registration sticker attached to your
Swarovski product.

The Z8i is the new benchmark set
by SWAROVSKI OPTIK. You’re
equipped for every type of hunting
with its 8x zoom and outstanding optics.
Its slim 30 mm (1.2 in) central tube blends
seamlessly with any hunting ﬁrearm. The ﬂexible
ballistic turret and FLEXCHANGE, the ﬁrst switchable
reticle, offer maximum versatility in every situation.
When seconds are crucial – SWAROVSKI OPTIK.

SEE THE UNSEEN
WWW.SWAROVSKIOPTIK.COM

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE.
PERFECTLY DESIGNED.

